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1 Introduction 

This guide describes the basic operations and uses of the City and County of San 
Francisco’s budget system. It is intended to assist Departmental budget users 
understand and work with the system. 

Basic familiarity with the financial accounting and budgeting rules used by the City and 
County of San Francisco, as well as basic PC skills, are assumed. 

1.1 

1.2 

1.2.1 

1.2.2 

System Purpose 

The system automates the process of preparing, analyzing, reviewing, adjusting and 
publishing the City’s annual budget. It simplifies the process of entering/changing 
budget items, streamlines reporting, and provides greater security and audit control 
from end-to-end. 

Comparison to BPREP 

This section contains a summary of how the new budget system is similar to, and 
different from, the BPREP system. 

What Stays the Same 

 Chart of Accounts 

 Rules regarding index codes, project & grant, embedding, hierarchical 
relationships 

 Budget process consisting of phases from Base to Board of Supervisors 

 Positions to be entered are changes from Base, not totals 

What is Different 

 Mayor phase is completely separate from Department phase 

 Excel-like user interface; “point and click” instead of function keys 

 Tasks, menus and options 

 Navigation; same elements, different order 
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2 Accessing the System 

The City and County of San Francisco’s budget system is an application that resides on 
the City’s internal network. It is secured from general access. User accounts, passwords 
and permissions must be established in advance. 

Follow the procedure below to gain access to the system. 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

Gaining Access to the System 

New Users 

New users gain access to the budget system via the Controller’s Budget and 
Analysis Division. The Fiscal Manager for your department must complete a 
budget system Security Access Form (Attached in section 15.2 Security 
Access Form) and submit it to their Budget Analyst in the Controller’s Office. 

Existing Users 

In January of each year, the Security Administrator distributes by e-mail a list 
of budget system users to the Fiscal Managers in each department. Fiscal 
Managers have five business days to confirm the list and respond by e-mail in 
order to preserve system access for the department users. 

System Access by Budget Phase 

All budget system users have access to the budget system during the Department 
Changes phase. This phase occurs after the Base Budget has been completed by the 
Mayor’s Budget Office and the Controller’s Office, usually in late December or early 
January. 

Immediately following the Final Budget Submission to the Controller by each 
department, the budget System Administrator will close the Department Changes phase, 
preventing further data entry. 

Finding the System 

Open Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) and navigate to the following location: 

http://budget.sfgov.org 
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The Homepage will appear. 

 
Figure 1 - Homepage 

2.4 Logging In 

You will not be asked to log in until you have selected a link on the homepage. 
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Figure 2 - Log On Window 

Type your User Id and Password, and then click OK. Depending on the option you have 
chosen you will get to different pages. The example shown below is the page for budget 
entry. 

 
Figure 3 – Budget Entry 

Note: The starting pages for all of the budget entry pages look similar. 

A typical page for Reporting is shown below. 

 
Figure 4 – Reporting 
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Note: Use the browser’s back button to return to the homepage. 

 

2.5 Choosing an Application 

The system is composed of five discrete planning applications. The applications model 
the revenue and expenditure categories and rules used in the City’s budget and 
accounting processes. The table below indicates when to use a particular application. 

Revenue or  Expendi ture  Category Appl ica t ion  to  Use  

Character 001 - 013 Position 

Subobjects 06F00, 06700 Capital 

Character 091 – 095, 910 - 950 Revenue Transfers 

All other valid subobjects Non-Position 

Review of budget balances Consolidation 

Table 1 - Application Use by Revenue/Expense Category 

2.6 Start ing an Application 

Start a Data Entry application by clicking its name in the Entry section of the homepage. 

 
Figure 2 - Starting a Budget Application 

The application names are hyper-links that – when clicked - open the appropriate 
application. The Cognos Planning - Contributor window for the selected application will 
appear. 
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Figure 3 - Cognos Planning - Contributor 

Note: Although the figure above shows the Revenue Transfers application, the 
starting pages for all of the planning applications look similar. 

2.7 

2.7.1 

Opening a Budget For Work 

After selecting and starting an application, the budget for a specific organizational entity 
(also called a budget node) must be opened. (See also section 4.8 E.lists in the 
Concepts chapter below.) 

Procedure 

1. From the Cognos Planning window, navigate the hierarchy at the left of the 
window to locate the desired budget entity. 

Notes: 

1. Keep clicking “down” until there are no more expand (+) or collapse (-) signs on 
the hierarchy items. 

2. The hierarchy you see will be limited to those entities to which you have access 
rights. 
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Figure 4 - Opening a Budget Node 

The window area to the right adjusts its contents as you navigate the hierarchy. Status 
icons indicate the state of the budget for the open application and organizational units. 

The Status icons are as follows: 

I con  Descr ip t ion  

 Not started 

 Work in progress 

 Locked 

 Incomplete 

 Ready 

 Currently being edited or annotated 

 Out of date 

 Currently being edited or annotated, and out of date 

Table 2 - Status Icons 

2. Click an entry in the right side of the window to open its budget in the 
application. 
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3 Concepts, Terms and Common Procedures 

The budget system is based on the Enterprise Planning software suite from Cognos, Inc. 
It introduces a number of new and important concepts to the City and County of San 
Francisco’s budgeting environment. 

This section describes key concepts, common procedures and other attributes of the 
system. 

3.1 Summary of Concepts and Terms 

The following table summarizes important concepts and new terminology used within the 
system. The table is a reference point—more extensive explantaions follow the table. 

Concept  or  Term Descr ip t ion  

Budget years A three-year budget horizon is used; years are described as Budget Year (BY), 
Budget Year + One Year (BY+1) and Budget Year + Two Years (BY+2). 

Cost centers Cost centers are a useful shortcut for a combination of index codes, projects, grants 
and user code. Cost centers uses one or more subobjects; and certain subobjects 
require job class or equipment number details. 

Change type Change type is used to identify how or why an item is being changed. Items can be 
classified as being “one-time”, “partial-year” or “Federal/State/Regional”. 

Cube A cube is a data entry workspace similar to a spreadsheet, however – unlike a 
spreadsheet - a cube may have multiple dimensions. 

Data entry Data typed into a cube follows a life-cycle – progressing from entered to validated 
to saved. Like a spreadsheet, users must periodically save their work. 

Dimensions The elements that define the rows and columns of a cube. A cube can be pivoted to 
organize the data by any dimension. 

E.list A hierarchical dimension that organizes the budget. Think of the E.list as the ‘entity 
list’ by which the budget is created. Entities are the ‘things that have budgets’ such 
as cost centers, departments, etc. 

Error checking Online edits are applied to all budget items. The system identifies any errors that 
exist in the entry.  

Explanations Any budget item can be annotated – either by attaching an Excel-like comment to a 
cell or via dedicated explanation fields. 

“Get Data” Operation Some applications offer a Get Data button that refreshes a cube’s content with the 
most current data. 

Nodes A node is a specific entity in an E.list for which an application is opened to make 
budget entries. 

Phases A specific life-cycle stage of the overall City and County’s budget. The system 
supports a total of six phases. 

Reporting The budget system is integrated with the City’s EIS reporting system; the latter has 
been enhanced and extended with Cognos 8 Business Intelligence software. 

Scenarios Three discrete scenarios are supported for all budget items: Best Case, Worst Case 
and Most Likely. Scenarios are declared in the data entry cubes. 
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Concept  or  Term Descr ip t ion  

Sub-setting The name of an automatic, behind-the-scenes process that filters the City’s 
reference tables of available projects, grants, user codes, index codes, subobjects, 
subfunds and the like, to result in lists that are relevant to a particular budget year. 
The online data cubes use the filtered lists for speed and accuracy. 

Taking ownership Refers to an overt act by an end-user before he or she can make budget entries or 
changes. One opens an application for a particular node and then takes ownership 
of the cubes. 

Table 3 - Budget System Concepts and Terms 

More information and examples are given in the following sections. 

3.2 Budget Years 

The system uses a three-year budget horizon. The years are described as follows: 

 Budget Year (BY) 

 Budget Year + One Year (BY+1) 

 Budget Year + Two Years (BY+2) 

Column headings include the budget year as shown in the figure below: 

 
Figure 5 - Budget Years 

(See section 6 Understanding Multi-Year Budgeting for more information.) 

3.3 Cost Centers 

Cost centers refer to combinations of subfunds, index codes, subobjects, projects, grants, 
and user codes for which budget items are entered. 

Note: In this guide, the term cost center means the combination of all identifying 
elements that are relevant to a budget item. 

3.4 Change Type 

Budget items can be classified as being “one-time”, “partial-year” or “ongoing”. The 
default is “ongoing”; the Change Type column is used to indicate otherwise. (See section 
5.2 Using the Change Type Element below for more information and an example.) 
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3.5 Cube 

3.5.1 

3.5.2 

3.5.3 

3.5.4 

3 .6 

A cube is a data workspace similar to a spreadsheet; however – unlike a 
spreadsheet - a cube may have more than two dimensions. A series of cubes 
comprise an application. The following types of cubes will be used: 

Setup Cubes (All Phase Cubes) 

The base budget includes index codes that have amounts from the prior-year’s budget. 
Budget items for index codes not in the base budget must be initially defined via a setup 
entry before dollars can be budgeted for them. These entries are made in setup cubes. 

Setup cubes can be recognized by their name; they include the term “All Phase” – such 
as Expend – AllPhase or Capital AllPhase. 

Dollar amounts cannot be entered or changed in setup cubes. 

Dollar Entry Cubes 

Dollar amounts are entered or changed in Dollar Entry cubes. Dollar Entry cubes are 
used to modify budget items in the base budget or to complete new entries defined in a 
setup cube. 

Dollar Entry cubes have names closely associated with the type of entry they support, 
such as Revenue – Other, Expenditure, Equipment, Capital and so on. 

Lookup Cubes 

Lookup cubes are read-only lists of essential reference items such as grant codes, 
project codes and the like. 

Review Cubes 

Some applications use cubes to present application-specific, read-only displays of budget 
data. These cubes are called review cubes. 

An example is Regular Position Base (which displays base budget regular positions for a 
node). Data entry is not allowed in these cubes. 

Data Entry 
Data typed into a cube follows a life-cycle – progressing from entered, to validated, to 
saved. Like a spreadsheet, users must periodically save their work. 

The life-cycle steps are depicted in the figure below. 
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Figure 6 – Life-Cycle Stages of User Entered Data 

As data is entered, it is displayed in green. After it has been validated (by hitting the 
ENTER key), Cognos will recognize the entry and it will be displayed in blue. Saving the 
data to the database changes its display color to black. 

3.7 Dimensions 
Dimensions are the elements that define the rows and columns of a cube. Dimensions 
appear at the top of the window, directly beneath the tab that identifies the cube’s name. 

 
Figure 7 - Four Dimensions of the Transfers Out Cube (Non-Position Application) 

3.7.1 Using Dimensions to Pivot the Cube 

Cubes can be pivoted on dimensions to change the perspective of the data the cube 
displays. 

For example, the figure below shows the Expenditures cube opened for the Law Library. 

 
Figure 8 - Default Dimensions for Expenditures 

Pivot the cube by dragging the three-pronged pivot icon to the left-most column in the 
cube (the light-blue column). 
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The system redisplays the data using the selected dimension (budget phase in this 
example) as the row orientation as shown below. 

 
Figure 9 - Re-Dimensioned Expenditures Cube 

3.8 E.l ist 

3.8.1 

Each application uses an E.list that defines the entities for which budget entries can be 
made. The E.list implements the City’s classification structure using components of the 
ORGANIZATION, PROGRAM and FUND classifications as shown below. 

Organization 

 
Figure 10 - Organization Coding Used in E.lists 

The Department component is always included in the E.list. Certain applications (Capital, 
Consolidation and Revenue Transfers) use E.lists that consist only of departments. (See 
section 3.8.5.1 Department Level below for an example.) 

The Division component is also used in the E.lists by the Position and Non-Position 
applications. 

The other components are not used in E.lists. 
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3.8.2 Program 

 
Figure 11 - Program Coding Used in E.lists 

The Community Goal and Program components are included in the E.lists used by the 
Position and Non-Position applications. 

These components are not part of the E.lists used by the other applications. 

3.8.3 Fund 

 
Figure 12 - Fund Coding Used in E.lists 

All components are included in the E.lists used by the Position and Non-Position 
applications. 

These components are not part of the E.lists used by the other applications. 

3.8.4 Example E.list Values 

Appl ica t ion  Sample  E . l is t  Ent r ies  

Capital, Consolidation, Revenue Transfers DAT (District Attorney) 
FAM (Fine Arts Museum) 
WTR (Water Department) 

Non-Position, Position HRD-07-FC9-1GAGFACP (Human Resources, Management Information 
Systems, HR Information System, Continuing Projects) 

CPC-02-FDP-1GAGFAAA (City Planning, Current Planning, General 
Administration & Finance, Non-Project Controlled 
 

Table 4 - Example E.list Values 

3.8.5 E.list Nodes 

A node is a specific E.list value for which an application is opened to make budget 
entries. 
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3.8.5.1  Department Level 

The Capital, Consolidation and Revenue Transfer applications open at the 
department level. 

 
Figure 13 - Department Level E.list 

3.8.5.2  Department-Program-Fund Type-Subfund Level 

The Non-Position and Position applications open at a level comprised of 
Department, Division, Program and Fund components. 

 
Figure 14 – Department / Division / Program / Fund E.list 
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3.9 

3.9.1 

Error Checking 

Each application applies online editing to the budget items. The system identifies any 
errors that exist in the entries. 

Correcting an Online Error 

Errors in data entry cubes are indicated in two ways: 

 An increase in the number displayed in the ErrorCnt (Error Count) cell 
for the row that contains the error, 

 The display of the word “Error” in a display-only column. 

See the figure below for an example: 

 
Figure 15 - Project Required Error 

Errors are corrected by examining the gray, display-only column that displays “Error” 
and correcting the entry in the corresponding white, data entry field. For example, in the 
figure above, specifying a valid project from the drop-down list that appears in the Proj 
column will clear the error. 

All other entry errors are displayed and resolved in a similar manner.  

An aggregate list of possible errors, and their resolutions, is available in section 14.1 
Online Error Reference. Additionally, individual chapters have application specific error 
tables. 

3.10 Explanations and Annotations 
Any budget item can be annotated – either by attaching an Excel-like comment to a cell 
or via dedicated explanation fields – as shown in the figure below. 

Note: Departments are strongly encouraged to make use of the explanation field as 
a means to document the intent and purpose of an entry.  
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Figure 16 - Dedicated Explanation Field 

The Explanation field is often the “right-most” column in the cube. 

Use the END key to quickly bring it into view; use the HOME key to bring the “left-most” 
column of the cube into view. 

3.11 “Get Data” Operations (Data Links) 

Data is moved between the applications via links. Typically, links are automatically 
executed “behind the scenes” according to a predefined schedule. 

However, some applications offer a way to run selected links as needed. For example, 
the Consolidation application – to be truly useful – must operate with the most current 
budget items for the node under review. 

The steps to use the Get Data operation are as follows: 

1. Click the Get Data icon. The Get Data window appears. 

 
Figure 17 - Get Data Window 

2. Click the System Links tab. 
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3. Select the link to execute and click Run. A progress window for the link will 
appear. 

 
Figure 18 - Get Data Progress Window 

The progress window is replaced with a completion window when the link has 
been executed. 

 
Figure 19 - Get Data Completion Window 

4. Click OK on the completion window to close it. Click Close on the Get Data 
window to close it. 

Note: If the link encounters errors, an error review window will be displayed. 
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3.12 Phases 

3.12.1 

A key business requirement implemented in the Budget System is the ability to track 
changes to the budget by budget cycle phase. Changes made to any budget item can be 
identified as having occurred in a particular phase. 

Phases are a dimension in most (although not all) cubes; this allows you to rotate a 
cube to track an entry through the phases. 

Department Changes Phase 

Department users make entries in the Department Changes phase. All other phases 
relegate department users to “read-only” access. 

This section demonstrates how to select the phase. 

 
Figure 20 - Selecting the Budget Phase 

1. From inside a data entry cube, locate the drop-down list that contains the 
entries shown in the diagram above. Pull down the menu contents. 

2. Click the entry that corresponds to the desired phase. The cube display 
adjusts to reflect the budget items for that open node in the selected phase. 

3.12.2 All-Phase Cubes (Setup Cubes) 

Some applications contain data cubes that are “phase-less” – meaning that the entries 
stored in them apply to all budget phases. Such cubes are referred to elsewhere in this 
guide as “setup entry” or all-phase cubes. 

All-Phase cubes do not offer the Phase drop-down list. 
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3.13 Reporting 

3.14 

The budget system is integrated with the City’s EIS reporting system; the latter has 
been enhanced and extended with Cognos 8 Business Intelligence software. (See 
Section 12 Generating Budget Reports for more information.) 

Scenarios ( th is  feature  wi l l  not  used in  FY 09-10)  

The system allows budget items to be entered in three separate scenarios: Best Case, 
Worst Case and Most Likely. Scenarios are declared in the data entry cubes as shown 
below: 

 
Figure 21 - Scenario Dimension 

Scenarios can be used to create different versions of the budget. 

Note: Unless instructed otherwise, enter your budget items under the “Most Likely” 
scenario. The “Most Likely” scenario is used to prepare the City’s Budget Books. The 
other scenarios are for planning or projection purposes. 

3.15 Sub-Sett ing 

Sub-setting is the name of an automatic, behind-the-scenes process that filters the 
City’s reference tables of available projects, grants, user codes, index codes, subobjects, 
subfunds and the like, to result in lists that are relevant to a particular budget year.  

The online data cubes use the filtered lists for speed and accuracy. In addition, the 
system’s online edits, that validate budget entries, are based on the sub-setted 
reference lists that detail the allowed combinations of budget classification objects. 

Sub-setting is controlled by the system administrator.  Contact your Controller’s Office 
budget analyst when you need new codes (i.e. index codes, grants, projects) made 
available in the budget system.   
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3.16 

3.16.1 

Taking Ownership 

Inside a cube, data that is editable appears on a white background. Read-only data 
appears on a pale gray background. When opening a cube, if you are not the current 
owner, the cube opens in a read-only state. 

To enter or edit data, you must first take ownership of the cube. 

Procedure 

1. Inspect the ownership area at the bottom right corner of the window. 

 
Figure 22 - Ownership Area 

If the cube is owned by another user, the user’s name will appear in the ownership 
area. Taking ownership of the cube will result in the other user losing ownership. If 
the cube is not owned, a name will not appear. 

2. To take ownership, click the Take Ownership icon in the upper-left corner of 
the window. 

 
Figure 23 - Take Ownership Icon 

3. If the cube is owned by another user, a confirmation window will appear. Click 
Yes to take ownership of the cube or No to cancel the operation. 
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Figure 24 - Take Ownership Confirmation Window 

Note: When you take ownership from another user any unsaved changes 
that user has made will be lost. It is recommended that you check with the 
current owner before taking ownership from them. 

The confirmation window does not appear when you take ownership of a cube that 
no one else owns. 
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4 Overview of the Planning Applications 

The system is comprised of five online applications and an integrated reporting system. 

4.1 Applications 

Applications are specific to particular types of budget items. You will use some or all of 
the applications depending on the type of budget entries your department makes. 

The applications are provided in the table below: 

Name Descr ip t ion  Budget  Uni t  (Node)  

Capital Used for capital investment budget items Department 

Consolidation Review-only application used to verify 
budget balances 

Department 

Non-Position Used for revenue, expenditure and 
equipment budget items 

Department / Division / Program / Fund 

Position Used for staffing (headcount) budget items Department / Division / Program / Fund 

Revenue Transfers Used for revenue transfer budget items Department 

Table 5 - Planning Applications 

Each application is discussed in a chapter below. 

4.2 Reporting 

4.2.1 

4.2.2 

The City’s EIS reporting system has been enhanced to include a series of budget reports. 
Most reports are requestable by end-users and are available within one business day.  
See section 12 for details on reports.   

Report Delivery 

Most budget system reports are accessible online, via Microsoft’s Internet Explorer. 
Whereas BPREP was primarily a paper-based system, the new system provides a great 
deal of online functionality. 

Report Output Options 

Budget reports can be generated in a variety of output formats including: 

 HTML 

 PDF 

 Excel compatible 

 XML (an emerging data transfer standard) 
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5 Understanding Multi-Year Budgeting 

This section provides an overview of the system’s support for multiple budget years and 
supplies procedures for using the Change Type element associated with budget entries.  
See section 7 for more information on data entry.   

5.1 Budget Years 

The budget system supports three-year budgeting. The table below shows how the years 
are defined. 

Year  Name Descr ip t ion  

Budget Year BY The year for which the budget is prepared. 

Budget Year + 1 BY+1 The year following the budget year. 

Budget Year + 2 BY+2 The year that is two years after the budget year. 

Figure 25 - Budget Year Designations 

Note: Although the screen image below shows the budget years for the Revenue-
Other cube; most other cubes display budget years in a similar manner.1

 

 
Figure 26 - Multi-Year Budget Display 

Note the following: 

 EndAmt of the budget year is used as the value for BY+1Start (the 
starting amount for budget year + 1) 

 BY+1End (the ending amount of budget year + 1) is used as the value 
for BY+2Start (the starting amount for budget year + 2) 

 A change amount is available for all three years (Chng, BY+1Chng, 
BY+2Chng) 

                                          

1 The exception to this is the Special Class Entry cube in the Positions application.  See section 8.10 for more 

information on Special Class Entry.   
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The budget system assumes that all entries are ongoing unless they are otherwise 
designated. (See section 5.2.1 Designating a Budget Entry as a “One-Time” Entry for 
more information.) 

5.2 Using the Change Type Element 

Budget items are considered ongoing (with the exception of fund balances, reserves, 
capital and equipment entries2) unless they are specifically designated otherwise. 

The column Chng Type (Change Type) – found in many cubes – is used to designate an 
entry as being other than ongoing. The typical work-flow for this is as follows: 

 Start the entry in a “setup cube”. 

 Optionally, change the type by selecting an entry from the Change 
Type drop-down list. 

 Complete the entry in a “Dollar Entry” cube. 

Note: Never specify a Change Type for an entry in the base budget. 

The Change Type values recognized by the system and how they are handled are shown 
in the following table: 

Change Type  budget  sys tem Process ing  

One-Time Entries tagged as One-Time are automatically removed from all future budget years as a 
part of the budget rollover process. 

Partial-year Entries tagged as Partial-year are automatically annualized and applied to future budget 
years as a part of the budget rollover process. A “straight-line” method based on start month 
is used. 

Federal/State/Regional This tag has no numerical effect; it simply indicates how much of the budget is dependent 
on, or related to, some form of Federal, State or Regional aid. 

Table 6 - Budget Entry Change Types 

Change Types are displayed in the application data entry cubes.  Cost centers than may 
have multiple rows for each subobject if one row is considered ongoing, another portion 
is designated as one-time, and another portion is designated as partial-year, etc.  See 
section 7 for more information on non-position data entry.   

5.2.1 

                                         

Designating a Budget Entry as a “One-Time” Entry 

Designate an item as One-Time to prevent it from being rolled forward to subsequent 
budget years. 

 

2 These entries are eliminated as part of the budget rollover process. 
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Setup entry (AllPhase) cubes are used to designate an entry as One-Time. Follow the 
steps below to make the designation. 

Note: The figures in this section depict cubes associated with Revenue; however, the 
process for using Change Types is the same throughout the system. 

1. Activate the Non-Positions application. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For 
Work.) 

2. Open the appropriate node. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For Work.) 

3. Click the relevant setup cube (aka, an “AllPhase” cube) and take ownership. 
(See section 3.16 Taking Ownership. This example uses the Rev –Other 
AllPhase cube, however other setup cubes work the same way.) 

 
Figure 27 - Revenue - Other Change Type List 

4. Click the ChngTyp cell in the row containing the one-time entry cost center. 
Ensure that the BaseExists column displays “No” in that row. 

5. Select “One-Time” from the drop-down list. Press ENTER. 

6. Click the relevant “Dollar Entry” cube. 

7. Complete the one-time budget entry for the appropriate cost center. (This is 
row two in the example below. This example shows the Revenue - Other 
cube, however other Dollar Entry cubes work the same way.) 

 
Figure 28 - One-Time Entry 
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The budget amount for the one-time entry does not roll forward to the 
subsequent budget years, nor will it be included in the budget year rollover 
process. 

5.2.2 Designating a Budget Entry as a “Partial-Year” Entry 

Designate an entry as Partial-Year to ensure that a budget item is annualized in 
subsequent budget years. 

Setup entry (AllPhase) cubes are used to designate an entry as Partial-Year. Follow the 
steps below to make the designation. 

Note: The figures in this section depict cubes associated with Revenue; however, the 
process for using Change Types is the same throughout the system. 

1. Activate the Non-Positions application. (See section 2.6 Starting an 
Application.) 

2. Open the appropriate node. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For Work.) 

3. Click the relevant setup cube (aka, an “AllPhase” cube) and take ownership. 
(See section 3.16 Taking Ownership. This example uses the Rev –Other 
AllPhase cube, however other setup cubes work the same way.) 

4. Click the ChngTyp cell on the row containing the partial-year entry cost 
center. Ensure that the BaseExists column displays “No” in that row. 

5. Select “Partial Year” from the drop-down list. Press ENTER. 

6. Click the Start Mo (Starting Month) cell in the same row. 

7. Select the month in which the revenue will be initiated. Press ENTER. 

8. Click the appropriate Dollar Entry tab. 

9. Complete the partial-year budget entry for the appropriate cost center. (This 
is row 2 in the example below. This example shows the Revenue - Other 
cube, however other Dollar Entry cubes work the same way.) 
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Figure 29 - Partial-Year Entry 

The budget system assumes a simple, straight-line annualization method and 
then assumes the entry is ongoing. 

(In the example above, a partial-year budget amount of $160,000 that 
commences in January is annualized into BY+1 as $320,000 because January 
is the midway point of the fiscal year. The item is considered ongoing into 
BY+2.)   

5.2.3 Designating a Budget Entry as “Federal / State / 
Regional” 

Designate an entry as Federal/State/Regional to indicate that the increase or decrease 
to the budget results from the action of another governmental entity. For example, the 
funding or expenditure is to or from another entity, or a court ruling has required 
additional funding or spending exceeding historical norms. 

A Change Type value of One-Time supercedes Federal/State/Regional. If the budget 
impact is for a single year, specify the entry as One-Time. 

Setup entry (AllPhase) cubes are used to designate an entry as Federal/State/Regional. 
Follow the steps below to make the designation. 

Note: The figures in this section depict cubes associated with Expenditures; 
however, the process for using Change Types is the same throughout the system. 

1. Activate the Non-Positions application. (See section 2.6 Starting an 
Application.) 

2. Open the appropriate node. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For Work.) 

3. Click the the relevant setup cube (aka, an “AllPhase” cube) and take 
ownership. (See section 3.16 Taking Ownership. This example uses the 
Expend AllPhase cube, however other setup cubes work the same way.) 

4. Click the ChngTyp cell in the row containing the index code to which the 
designation applies. 
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Figure 30 – Entry Designated as Federal/State/Regional 

5. Select “Federal/State/Regional” from the drop-down list. 

6. Click the relevant “Dollar Entry” tab and complete the budget item. 

7. Entries designated as state federal are treated as ongoing. 
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6 Using Online Lookup Cubes 

The classification and reporting structure of the City’s accounting system limits the 
allowable combinations of budgets levels such as index codes, subfunds, subobjects, 
projects, grants, user codes and work orders. 

6.1 Lookup Cubes 

The Non-Position application includes special lookup cubes that expose the valid budget 
entities for a selected budget node. The cubes are ”read-only” lists that display valid 
codes and other important data, such as any embedded coding that applies, whether a 
lower level of detail is required and the like. 

The Non-Position application includes the following lookup cubes: 

Cube Descr ip t ion  

Lookup-Grant Online reference list of all grants that have been selected for use in the budget system 

Lookup-Index Online reference list of index codes associated with the node open in the application 

Lookup-Project Online reference list of all projects that have been selected for use in the budget system 

Lookup-Subfund Online reference list of all subfunds  

Lookup-Subobject Online reference list of all subobjects  

Lookup-UserCode Online reference list of all user codes that have been selected for use in the budget 
system 

Table 7 - Non-Position Lookup Cubes 

6.2 

6.3 

General Use 

Lookup cubes are populated whenever an application is activated and a node is opened. 
Click the tab corresponding to the lookup cube (for example, Lookup-Index) to bring the 
cube into view. 

Lookup cubes are read-only, therefore taking ownership does not apply. 

Looking Up Grants 

The Lookup-Grant cube shows all grants (and associated data) that have been selected 
for use in the budget system. 
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Figure 31 - Lookup-Grant Cube 

Scroll the list to inspect the entries. 

6.4 Looking Up Index Codes 

The Lookup-Index cube shows the index codes (and associated data) that are allowed 
for the open node. The entries in this cube are pre-filtered to display only index codes 
that are valid for the node. 

 
Figure 32 - Lookup-Index Cube 

Scroll the list to inspect the entries. 
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6.5 Looking Up Projects 

The Lookup-Project cube shows all projects (and associated data) that have been 
selected for use in the budget system. 

 
Figure 33 - Lookup-Project Cube 

Scroll the list to inspect the entries. 

6.6 Looking Up Subfunds 

The Lookup-Subfund cube shows all subfunds (and associated data). 

 
Figure 34 - Lookup-Subfund Cube 

Scroll the list to inspect the entries. 
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6.7 Looking Up Valid Subobjects 

The Lookup-Subobject cube shows all subobjects (and associated data). 

 
Figure 35 - Lookup-Subobject Cube 

Scroll the list to inspect the entries. 

6.8 Looking Up User Codes 

The Lookup-UserCode cube shows all user codes and user code titles that have been 
selected for use in the budget system. 

 
Figure 36 - Lookup-UserCode Cube 

Scroll the list to inspect the entries. 
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7 Using the Non-Position Application 

The Non-Position application is used to record budget entries that represent sources and 
uses of funds that are not related to positions. Budget entries are made at the index 
code level, using subobjects. 

7.1 Types of Entries 

The types of budget entries made with the Non-Position application are shown in the 
table below: 

Entry T ype  Appl ica t ion  Cubes  Used 

Revenue Revenue-Other, Rev-Other AllPhase 

Expenditures Expenditures, Expend AllPhase 

Equipment (buy and lease) Equipment, Equip AllPhase 

Table 8 - Sources and Uses Entries 

7.2 Highlights 

7.2.1 Department-Division-Program-Fund Entries 

The nodes of the Non-Position application take the form of Department-Division-
Program-Fund. 

Note: Be sure to open the application at the proper level to make entries. 

7.2.2 

7 .3 

Setup Cubes (All-Phase Cubes) 

Setup cubes are used to define entries for index codes not in the base budget. 

Cubes 

The application contains the following cubes: 

Cube Type  Descr ip t ion  

Equip AllPhase Setup Cost center setup cube for Equipment entries; used to define cost 
centers not in Base Budget. 

Expend AllPhase Setup Cost center setup cube for Expenditure entries; used to define cost 
centers not in Base Budget. 

Rev Other AllPhase Setup Cost center setup cube for Revenue entries; used to define cost centers 
not in Base Budget. 
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Equipment Dollar entry Records phase-specific entries that represent purchases or leases of 
equipment. 

Expenditures Dollar entry Records phase-specific entries that represent use of funds not related to 
salary. 

Revenue-Other Dollar entry Records phase-specific entries that represent fund sources. 

Lookup-Grant Lookup Online reference list of grants. 

Lookup-Index Lookup Online reference list of index codes. 

Lookup-Project Lookup Online reference list of projects. 

Lookup-Subfund Lookup Online reference list of subfunds. 

Lookup-Subobject Lookup Online reference list of subobjects. 

Lookup-UserCode Lookup Online reference list of user codes. 

Table 9 - Non-Position Cubes 

7.4 Adding /  Subtracting Revenues in a Cost Center 
in the Base Budget 

This section explains how to add/subtract revenue amounts to/from a cost center 
already in your Base Budget. 

Note: The Base Budget includes all cost centers that had budgets in the prior budget 
year, exclusive of one-time items. Partial-year entries made in the prior budget year 
are annualized in the Base Budget. 

7.4.1 Data 

Element  Descr ip t ion  Example  

Department  Department identifier BOS 

Division Division identifier 03 

Program Program identifier FAT 

Subfund Subfund identifier 1GAGFACP 

Index Code Index Code 015016 

Subobject Subobject identifier 43111 (FEMA – Federal Share) 

$ Change  The amount to increase/decrease the base budget amount $100 

Table 10 - Elements Needed for Revenue Entries 

7.4.2 Procedure 

1. Activate the Non-Positions application. (See section 2.6 Starting an 
Application.) 
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2. Open the appropriate node. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For Work.) 

3. Click the Revenue-Other tab. 

4. Ensure that the “Department Changes” phase is selected. (See section 3.12.1 
Department Changes Phase.) 

5. Take ownership of the cube. (See section 3.16 Taking Ownership.) You are 
now ready to make a department request. 

6. Locate the row that shows the index code and subobject combination that 
corresponds to the request you want to revise. 

(In the example below, refer to the IndxCd and Sobj columns and the values 
015016 and 43111, respectively. They are shown in row two of the application.) 

 
Figure 37 - Revenue Entry 

The value shown in the Start Amt column is the base budget amount. (The 
base budget in the example is $500.) 

7. Type the difference between the Start Amt and the desired total into the Chng 
column for that row. (In the example, the department request for the new 
budget is $600, so the difference between that and the base budget amount, 
$100, is typed in.) 

The system adds the value of the Chng cell to the value in Start Amt and 
displays it in the EndAmt column. That value is the new department request. 

Note: To reduce the budgeted amount, type in a negative number. 

8. Type an explanation for the entry into the Explanation column. 

The Revenue-Other cube provides a field to capture a short description of any 
entry. This note becomes part of the entry’s audit trail and can be vitally 
important in later budget phases – or even subsequent fiscal years – to 
understanding the intent of an entry. 
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Figure 38 - Explaining a Revenue Entry 

Scroll to the final column at the far right of the window, and type a short note 
about the entry. Press ENTER when you are done. 

Note: Text in this field will not wrap. The column expands to accommodate the 
length of your entry to a maximum of 256 characters. 

9. Click the Save icon to save your work. 

7.5 Adding /  Subtracting Revenues in a Cost Center 
Not in the Base Budget 

This section explains how to add/subtract revenue amounts to/from a cost center not 
already included in your Base Budget. 

Note: The Base Budget includes all cost centers that had budgets in the prior budget 
year, exclusive of one-time items. Partial-year entries made in the prior budget year 
are annualized in the Base Budget. 

7.5.1 Data 

Element  Descr ip t ion  Example  

Department  Department identifier AAM 

Division Division identifier 01 

Program Program identifier EEI 

Subfund Subfund identifier 1GAGFAA 

Index Code Index Code 625002 

Subobject Subobject indentifier 39901 

$ Change  The amount of the budget request  $100,000 

Table 11 - Elements Needed for Revenue Entries 
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7.5.2 Procedure 

1. Activate the Non-Positions application. (See section 2.6 Starting an 
Application.) 

2. Open the appropriate node. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For Work.) 

3. Click the Rev-Other AllPhase tab and take ownership. (See section 3.16 
Taking Ownership.) 

This cube determines which cost centers are available to the selected node for 
budgeting. Think of it as a tool to add cost centers to the node that did not 
have budget (or only had one-time items) in the prior-year. 

 
Figure 39 - Rev-Other AllPhase Entry 

The BaseExists column indicates whether or not the cost center in a row is 
included in the base budget. 

In the first row for which the BaseExists column displays a value of “No”, use 
the drop-down lists in the IndxCd and Sobj columns to specify the cost center 
for which budget will be added.   

You can also use ChngTyp to indicate whether an item is one-time, partial 
year, or federal/state/regional.  A blank indicates the cost center is ongoing 
(See Section 5.2 Using the Change Type Element.)   

(In the example above, the values 625002 and 39901 are used.) 

Note: Do not make entries in a row that displays “Yes” in the BaseExists column or 
an error will result. 

Verify that the ErrorCnt column is blank for the row you entered data into. 
(See section 3.9 Error Checking if the value of any ErrorCnt cell is not zero.) 

4. Click the Revenue-Other tab; the system automatically transfers the data you 
setup in the steps above to the Revenue – Other cube. 
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Figure 40 - New Cost Center for Budget Entry 

The data you setup in the steps above appears in the same row in this cube. 
The StartAmt column is blank because the cost center was added however 
has no budget yet. 

5. Ensure that the “Department Changes” phase is selected. (See section 3.12.1 
Department Changes Phase.) 

6. Type the department budget request for the new cost center into the Chng 
column for that row. 

 
Figure 41 - Revenue Entry for a New Cost Center 

(In the example, the department request for the added cost center is 
$100,000 so that amount is typed into the Chng field.) 

7. Type an explanation for the entry into the Explanation column. 

The Revenue-Other cube provides a field to capture a short description of any 
entry. This note becomes part of the entry’s audit trail and can be vitally 
important in later budget phases – or even subsequent fiscal years – to 
understanding the intent of an entry. 
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Figure 42 - Explaining a Revenue Entry 

Scroll to the final column at the far right of the window, and type a short note 
about the entry. Press ENTER when you’re done. 

Note: Text in this field will not wrap. The column expands to accommodate the 
length of your entry to a maximum of 256 characters. 

8. Click the Save icon to save your work. 

7.6 Adding /  Subtracting Expenditures in a Cost 
Center in the Base Budget 

This section explains how to add/subtract expenditures to/from a cost center already in 
your Base Budget. 

Note: The Base Budget includes all cost centers that had budgets in the prior budget 
year, exclusive of one-time items. Partial-year entries made in the prior budget year 
are annualized in the Base Budget. 

7.6.1 Data 

Element  Descr ip t ion  Example  

Department  Department identifier BOS 

Division Division identifier 03 

Program Program identifier FAT 

Subfund Subfund identifier 1GAGFACP 

Index Code Index Code 015016 

Subobject Subobject indentifier 02100 (Travel) 

$ Change  The amount to increase/decrease the base budget amount $100 

Table 12 - Elements Needed for Revenue Entries 
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7.6.2 Procedure 

1. Activate the Non-Positions application. (See section 2.6 Starting an 
Application.) 

2. Open the appropriate node. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For Work.) 

3. Click the Expenditures tab. 

4. Ensure that the “Department Changes” phase is selected. (See section 3.12.1 
Department Changes Phase.) 

5. Take ownership of the cube. (See section 3.16 Taking Ownership.) You are 
now ready to make a department request. 

6. Locate the row that shows the index code and subobject combination that 
correspond to the request you want to revise. 

(In the example below, refer to the IndxCd and Sobj columns and the values 
015016 and 43111, respectively. They are shown in row two of the application.) 

 
Figure 43 - Expenditure Entry 

The value shown in the StartAmt column is the base budget amount. (The 
base budget in the example is $3,000.) 

7. Type the difference between the Start Amt and the desired total into the Chng 
column for that row. 

(In the example, the department request for the new budget is $2,900, so the 
difference between that and the base budget amount, -$100, is typed in.) 

The system adds the value of the Chng cell to the value in StartAmt and 
displays it in the EndAmt column. That value is the new department request. 

Note: To reduce the budgeted amount, type in a negative number as shown above. 

8. Type an explanation for the entry into the Explanation column. 

The Expenditure cube provides a field to capture a short description of any 
entry. This note becomes part of the entry’s audit trail and can be vitally 
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important in later budget phases – or even subsequent fiscal years – to 
understanding the intent of an entry. 

 
Figure 44 – Explaining an Expenditure Entry 

Scroll to the final column at the far right of the window, and type a short note 
about the entry. Press ENTER when you’re done. 

Note: Text in this field will not wrap. The column expands to accommodate the 
length of your entry to a maximum of 256 characters. 

9. Click the Save icon to save your work. 

7.7 Adding /  Subtracting Expenditures in a Cost 
Center not in the Base Budget 

This section explains how to make expenditure entries in a cost center not already 
included in your Base Budget. 

Note: The Base Budget includes all cost centers that had budgets in the prior budget 
year, exclusive of one-time items. Partial-year entries made in the prior budget year 
are annualized in the Base Budget. 

7.7.1 Data 

Element  Descr ip t ion  Example  

Department  Department identifier AAM 

Division Division identifier 01 

Program Program identifier EEI 

Subfund Subfund identifier 1GAGFAAA 

Index Code Index Code 625002 

Subobject Subobject indentifier 081UW 

Table 13 - Elements Needed for Revenue Entries 
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7.7.2 Procedure 

1. Activate the Non-Positions application. (See section 2.6 Starting an 
Application.) 

2. Open the appropriate node. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For Work.) 

3. Click the Expend AllPhase tab and take ownership. (See section 3.16 Taking 
Ownership.) 

This cube determines which cost centers are available to the selected node for 
budgeting. Think of it as a tool to add cost centers to the node that did not 
have budget (or only had one-time items) in the prior-year. 

 
Figure 45 - Expend AllPhase Entry 

The BaseExists column indicates whether or not the cost center in a row is 
included in the base budget. 

In the first row for which the BaseExists column displays a value of “No”, use 
the drop-down lists in the IndxCd and Sobj columns to specify the cost center 
for which budget will be added.   

You can also use ChngTyp to indicate whether an item is one-time, partial 
year, or federal/state/regional.  A blank indicates the cost center is ongoing 
(See Section 5.2 Using the Change Type Element.)   

 (In the example above, the values 625002 and 081W are used.) 

Note: Do not make entries in a row that displays “Yes” in the BaseExists column or 
an error will result. 

Verify that the ErrorCnt column is blank for the row you entered data into. 
(See section 3.9 Error Checking if the value of any ErrorCnt cell is not zero.) 

4. Click the Expenditures tab; the system automatically transfers the data you 
setup in the steps above to the Expenditures cube. 
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Figure 46 - New Cost Center for Budget Entry 

The data you setup in the steps above appears in the same row in this cube. 
The StartAmt column is blank because the cost center was added however 
does not have a budget yet. 

5. Continue using the procedure Adding / Subtracting Expenditures in a Cost 
Center in the Base Budget to complete the entry. 

7.8 

7.8.1 

Making Equipment Entries 

This section explains how to make budget entries for equipment. Equipment is defined 
as costing over $5,000 and having a useful like of three years or more, anything less 
should be budgeted as materials and supplies, character 040.   

General fund departments are not to make their own equipment entries unless given 
express permission by the Mayor’s office and the Controller’s office.  See Controller’s 
Technical Instructions for more detail on equipment budgeting. 

Characteristics 

The Equipment cube is similar to the Expenditures cube with the following important 
exceptions: 

 No base equipment budget – equipment entries are eliminated 
during the rollover from the prior-year’s budget. This means that all 
equipment entries must be initially setup in the Equip – AllPhase data 
cube. 

The exception is lease payments on equipment, in objects 062 or 064, 
there are ongoing costs and continue to rollover from year to year.  
Lease payments from the city’s equipment lease program in object 064 
will be adjusted by the Controller’s Office.   

 Equipment entries are one-time – all equipment entries are 
considered one-time. Therefore, equipment dollars never roll forward 
to subsequent years, and the only Change Type supported is “Federal 
/ State / Regional”. 
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 Limited subobjects – only subobjects under Character 060 that 
pertain to Equipment may be used in Equipment entries. 

 Additional required descriptive fields – more data is required for 
Equipment entries (see the Data table below). 

 

7.8.2 Data 

Element  Descr ip t ion  Example  

Department  Department identifier DPW 

Division Division identifier CM 

Program Program identifier BAG 

Subfund Subfund identifier 1GAGFPWF 

Index Code Index Code DPW771048 

Subobject Subobject identifier 06041 

Equipment Title Short text that describes the equipment Trailor 

Equipment Number Control number assigned by the Controller’s Office PW256 

New/Replace indicator Designates the equipment as a new or a replacement unit R 

Unit cost Per unit cost $5,000 

Number of units Total number of units 5 

Table 14 - Elements Required for an Equipment Entry 

Equipment numbers are created by the Controller’s Budget Office using the 
following convention: 

Characters  Descr ip t ions Example  

1 - 2 Characters 1 and 2 indicate the department PW 

3 - 5 Characters 3, 4 and 5 are a sequential number (001 through 
999) 

256 

6 Final character indicates New or Replacement R 

Table 15 - Elements of the Equipment Number 

7.8.3 Procedure 

1. Activate the Non-Position application. (See section 2.6 Starting an 
Application.) 

2. Open the appropriate node. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For Work.) 
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3. Click the Equip AllPhase tab and take ownership. (See section 3.16 Taking 
Ownership.) This cube is the starting point for all equipment entries. 

 
Figure 47 - Equip AllPhase Entry 

4. Type in the required cost center information, equipment number and 
equipment title. From the drop-down list NewReplace, click the “N” value to 
designate the units as new or the “R” value to designate the units as 
replacements. 

5. Optionally type in a vehicle identifcation number into the VIN column and an 
integer into the Priority column. The priority is used to determine the 
importance of this request as compared to other equipment requests for this 
node and department. 

6. Click the Equipment tab; the system automatically transfers the entry you 
setup in the steps above to the Equipment cube. 

7. Ensure that the “Department Changes” phase is selected. (See section 3.12.1 
Department Changes Phase.) 

8. Locate the row with the entry you setup in the steps above; the data will 
appear in the same row as the one you used in the Equip AllPhase cube. 

 
Figure 48 - Equipment Entry (Image modified to fit) 

9. Type values into the columns ChngUnits (Change Units) and ChngUnitCost 
(Change Unit Cost) columns.  

The system calculates the total requested amount by multiplying the Units by 
the Unit Cost. (The example shows 5 units @ $5,000 per unit for a total of 
$25,000.) 
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Note: The Start Units, Start UnitCost and StartAmt cells will be blank the first time 
you budget the item. 

10. Scroll to the final column at the far right of the window, and type a short note 
about the entry. 

Note: Text in this field will not wrap. The column expands to accommodate the 
length of your entry to a maximum of 256 characters. 

11. Click the Save icon to save your work. 

7.9 

7.9.1 

Data Validation Errors 

The application performs online entry validation. Errors, the conditions that generate 
them and their solutions are given in the following table. (This table has application 
specific errors; a more comprehensive list of errors can be found in section 14.1 Online 
Error Reference.)  

Non-Position Errors 

Error  Er ror  Condi t ion  How  to  Correct  the  Er ror  

Base mismatch A cost center for an item with base 
budget was changed. 

Restore the cost center to the 
original value. 

Grant disallowed A grant was used on an entry that 
prohibits use of grants. 

Remove the grant. 

Grant not related to index code 
grant 

An entry references an index code with 
an embedded grant and the grant 
supplied is not related to the 
embedded grant. 

Use a grant that is related to the 
embedded grant. 

Grant required An entry requires a grant and one was 
not supplied. 

Supply a valid grant code. 

Index code error The selected index code is not valid for 
the current node. 

Select an index code that is valid 
for the node or open a different 
node. 

Lower level grant required An entry requires a lower-level grant 
and one was not supplied. 

Supply a valid lower-level grant. 

Lower level project required An entry requires a lower-level project 
and one was not supplied. 

Supply a valid lower-level project 
(project detail). 

Partial-year error An entry was designated as “partial-
year” however a starting month was 
not supplied. 

Indicate the month in which the 
entry beings. 

Project disallowed A project was used on an entry that 
prohibits use of projects. 

Remove the project. 
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Error  Er ror  Condi t ion  How  to  Correct  the  Er ror  

Project not related to index code 
project 

An entry references an index code with 
an embedded project and the project 
supplied is not related to the 
embedded project. 

Use a project that is related to the 
embedded project. 

Project required An entry requires a project and one 
was not supplied. 

Supply a valid project code. 

Required data missing A required element (such as index 
code or subobject) was not supplied. 
(The specific element may vary by 
cube and entry type) 

Supply the missing element(s). 

User code disallowed A user code was used on an entry that 
prohibits use of user codes. 

Remove the user code. 

User code required An entry requires a user code and one 
was not supplied. 

Supply a valid user code. 

Table 16 - Non-Position Application Error 
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8 Using the Position Application 

The Position application is used to budget entries for regular and limited-duration 
positions, and entries using special job classes.  See Controller’s Technical Instructions 
for more information in position status indicators, action indicators, and retirement 
indicators.   

8.1 Types of Entries 

The types of budget entries made with the Position application are shown in the table 
below: 

Entry T ype  Appl ica t ion  Cubes  Used 

Limited-duration position Limited Base Detail, Limited Entry 

Reassignments Regular Entry 

Regular position Regular Base Detail, Regular Entry 

Special-class position Special Class Entry 

Substitutions Regular Entry 

Table 17 - Position Entries 

8.2 Highlights 

8.2.1 Department-Program-Fund Type-Subfund Entries 

The nodes of the Position application take the form of Department-Program-Fund Type-
Subfund. 

Note: Be sure to open the application at the proper level to make entries. 

8.2.2 

8.2.3 

Base Budget Windows 

Two read-only windows display the base budget for positions: Regular Base Detail shows 
the open node’s base budget for regular positions; Limited Base Detail shows the base 
budget for limited duration positions.  Base budget for special class is shown as a phase 
in the Special Class Entry cube.   

Separate Entry Cubes 

Three data entry cubes are used to make position items: Regular Entry, Limited-
Duration Entry and Special Class Entry 
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8.2.4 

8.2.5 

8.2.6 

8 .3 

Summary Window 

A read-only window – Position Summary – provides a summarized view of the position 
entries for the node by budget phase. 

Ongoing Items 

Position items are considered ongoing unless they are budgeted in Limited Duration 
cubes and have an End Budget Year and End Pay Period specified. 

Job Class / Retirement Indicator Combinations 

Retirement Indicator is now truncated with job class. Most job classes have only one 
allowable retirement indicator, though some have two or more possible combinations.  
Continue to scroll through the list of available job class/retirement indicators until you 
find the correct combination.   

 

Cubes 

The application contains three types of cubes: entry, review-only and lookup. 

Cube Type  Descr ip t ion  

Regular Entry Entry Used to add, revise and delete regular positions. 

Limited Duration Entry Entry Used to add, revise and delete limited-duration positions. 

Special Class Entry Entry Used to add, revise and delete special job-class positions. 

Active Phase Review Displays the budget phase for which calculations occur. 

Regular Base Detail Review Displays base budget for regular positions. 

Limited Base Detail Review Displays base budget for limited-duration positions. 

Position Summary Review Displays position changes by phase. 

Lookup-Grant Lookup Online reference list of grants. 

Lookup-Index Lookup Online reference list of index codes. 

Lookup-Project Lookup Online reference list of projects. 

Lookup-Subfund Lookup Online reference list of subfunds. 

Table 18 - Position Application Cubes 

8.4 Adding a Regular Posit ion 

This section explains how to add a regular position. 
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Note: Regular position entries are made in the Regular Entry cube. 

8.4.1 Data 

Element  Descr ip t ion  Example  

Job Class Job classification code 0923_C (MANAGER II) 

Index Code Accounting entity 625002 (ASIAN ART MUS-GEN FD) 

Position Status Status indicator A (Regular) 

Position Action Action indicator N (New) 

Head Count Number of positions 1 

Effective Budget Year Budget year in which the position commences BY (Budget year) 

Effective Pay Period Month of first pay period 7 (see note below) 

Hours per Pay Period Work hours per period 80 

Table 19 - Elements Needed for Regular Entry Additions 

Note: The standard practice is to start new positions in pay period seven (assuming 
an October start date). Requests for positions to start in pay period one (July) must 
be submitted to the Mayor’s Budget Office for review and approval by the Board of 
Supervisors. 

8.4.2 Procedure 

1. Activate the Position application. (See section 2.6 Starting an Application.) 

2. Open the appropriate node. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For Work.) 

3. Click the Regular Entry tab. 

4. Ensure that the “Department Changes” phase is selected. (See section 3.12.1 
Department Changes Phase.) 

5. Take ownership of the cube. (See section 3.16 Taking Ownership.) You are 
now ready to make a department request. 

6. In an empty row, select a job class from the drop-down list that is in the 
JobClass column. (In the example below, the value 0923_C is used.)    
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Figure 49 - Regular Position Entry 

7. In the IndxCd column, select an entry from the drop-down list. (In the 
example above, the value 625002 is used. Refer to row seven in the figure.) 

8. In the PosStatus (Position Status) column, select “A (Regular)” from the drop-
down list. 

9. In the PosAction (Position Action) column, select “N (New)” from the drop-
down list. 

 
Figure 50 - Regular Entry Status and Action Codes 

10. In the following columns, specify the following data: 

Column Notes  

HdCount Type the number of positions to add. 

EffBY Select the budget year from the drop-down list. 

EffPayPer Select the pay period from the drop-down list. 

HrsPerPayPeriod Type in the number of hours in the pay period. 

 

11. Click the Save icon to save your work. 
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8.5 Deleting a Regular Posit ion 

This section explains how to delete a regular position. Positions are deleted by entering a 
negative head count number. 

Note: Regular position entries are made in the Regular Entry cube. 

8.5.1 Data 

Element  Descr ip t ion  Example  

Job Class Job classification code 0923_C (MANAGER II) 

Index Code Accounting entity 625002 (ASIAN ART MUS-GEN FD) 

Position Status Status indicator A (Regular) 

Position Action Action indicator D (Delete) 

Effective Budget Year Budget year in which the position ends BY (Budget year) 

Effective Pay Period Month of final pay period 5 

Hours per Pay Period Work hours per period 80 

Head Count Number of positions -1 

Table 20 - Elements Needed for Regular Entry Deletions 

Note: The standard practice is to delete positions in pay period five (September). 

8.5.2 Procedure 

1. Activate the Position application. (See section 2.6 Starting an Application.) 

2. Open the appropriate node. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For Work.) 

3. Click the Regular Entry tab. 

4. Ensure that the “Department Changes” phase is selected. (See section 3.12.1 
Department Changes Phase.) 

5. Take ownership of the cube. (See section 3.16 Taking Ownership.) You are 
now ready to make a department request. 

Follow the procedure to add a regular position as described above. Type a 
negative value in the HdCount (Head Count) column. 
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Figure 51 - Regular Position Removal 

6. Click the Save icon to save your work. 

8.6 Adding a Limited Duration Posit ion 

This section explains how to add a limited duration position.  

Note: Limited duration position entries are made in the Limited Entry cube. 

8.6.1 Data 

Element  Descr ip t ion  Example  

Job Class Job classification code 1054_C 

Index Code Accounting entity 400920 

Position Status Status indicator L (Limited Duration) 

Position Action Action indicator N (New) 

Head Count Number of positions 1 

Starting Budget Year Budget year in which the position commences BY (Budget year) 

Starting Pay Period First pay period 7 

Ending Budget Year Budget year in which the position ends BY+2 (Budget year + 2) 

Ending Pay Period Pay period in which the position is no longer 
available 

5 

Hours per Pay Period Work hours per period 80 

Table 21 - Elements Needed for Limited Duration Entry Additions 

8.6.2 Procedure 

1. Activate the Position application. (See section 2.6 Starting an Application.) 

2. Open the appropriate node. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For Work.) 
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3. Click the Limited Entry tab. 

4. Ensure that the “Department Changes” phase is selected. (See section 3.12.1 
Department Changes Phase.) 

5. Take ownership of the cube. (See section 3.16 Taking Ownership.) You are 
now ready to make a department request. 

6. In an empty row, select a job class from the drop-down list that is in the 
JobClass column. (In the example below, the value 1054_C is used. Refer to 
row 2 in the figure.) 

 
Figure 52 - Limited Duration Addition 

7. In the IndxCd column, select a value from the drop-down list. 

8. In the PosStatus column, select “L (Limited Duration)” from the drop-down 
list. 

9. In the PosAction column, select “N (New)” from the drop-down list. 

10. In the following columns, specify the following data: 

Column Notes  

HdCount Type the number of positions to add. 

StartBY Select the effective budget year from the drop-down list. 

StartPayPeriod Select the effective pay period from the drop-down list. 

EndBY Select the effective budget year from the drop-down list. 

EndPayPer Select the effective pay period from the drop-down list. 

HrsPerPayPeriod Type in the number of hours in the pay period. 

 

Note: Ending BY and Ending Pay Period are required elements. 

11. Click the Save icon to save your work. 
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8.7 Reassigning a Posit ion 

Reassignments move the same position (i.e. same job class) from one cost center to 
another. The Regular Entry cube is used to make reassignments.  

Note: Action Indicator “H” Transition from Grant to Non-Grant Funding follows the 
same procedure. 

8.7.1 

8.7.1.1  

Two Entries 

Reassignments consist of two entries - (i) an outgoing entry and (ii) and incoming entry 
– which together define the reassignment. 

Both entries must carry the same Reference Number; this value allows the entries to be 
matched. 

Outgoing Entry 

Outgoing reassignments refer to position items that reduce headcount for a 
node. They represent moving a position out of a cost center. These entries 
are similar to position deletions. 

Note: You must have an existing position in the budget in order to reassign it. 

8.7.1.2  

8.7.2 

Incoming Entry 

Incoming resassignments refer to position items that increase headcount for a 
node. They represent moving a position into a cost center. These entries are 
similar to position adds. 

Data 

Element  Descr ip t ion  Example  

Job Class Job classification code 1204_C (SENIOR PERS. CLERK) 

Index Code Accounting entity 400559 

Position Status Status indicator A (Regular) 

Position Action Action indicator R (Reassignment) 

Head Count Number of positions 1 (Outgoing entry uses negative 
value) 

Effective Budget Year Effective budget year of the entry BY 

Effective Pay Period Effective pay period of the entry 2  

Hours per Pay Period Work hours per pay period 80 
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Element  Descr ip t ion  Example  

Reference number Reference code that matches the outgoing 
and incoming entries 

UC01 

Table 22 - Elements Required for Reassignments 

8.7.3 Procedure 

Begin by entering the outgoing entry. 

1. Activate the Position application. (See section 2.6 Starting an Application.) 

2. Open the appropriate node. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For Work.) 

3. Click the Regular Entry tab. 

4. Ensure that the “Department Changes” phase is selected. (See section 3.12.1 
Department Changes Phase.) 

5. Take ownership of the cube. (See section 3.16 Taking Ownership.) You are 
now ready to make a department request. 

6. In an empty row, select a job class from the drop-down list that is in the 
JobClass column. (In the example below, the value 1204_C is used.) 

 
Figure 53 - Reassignment (Outgoing) Entry 

7. In the PosStatus (Position Status) column, select “A (Regular)” from the drop-
down list. 

8. In the PosAction (Position Action) column, select “R (Reassignment)”  from 
the drop-down list. 

9. In the following columns, specify the following data: 

Column Notes  

HdCount Type the number of positions to reassign; use a negative number. 

EffBY Select the effective budget year from the drop-down list. 
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Column Notes  

EffPayPer Select the effective pay period from the drop-down list. 

HrsPerPayPeriod Type in the number of hours in the pay period. 

RefNum Type the reference number for the reassignment entry. 

Table 23 - Reassignment Elements 

10. Click Save to save the item. Continue by entering the incoming entry. 

11. Open the application for the incoming node and take ownership of the Regular 
Entry tab. 

12. In an empty row, select a job class from the drop-down list that is in the 
JobClass column. (In the example below, the value 1204_C is used.) 

 
Figure 54 - Reassignment (Incoming) entry 

13. In the PosStatus (Position Status) column, select “A (Regular)” from the drop-
down list. 

14. In the PosAction (Position Action) column, select “R (Reassignment)” from the 
drop-down list. 

15. In the following columns, specify the following data: 

Column Notes  

HdCount Type the number of positions to reassign; use a positive number. 

EffBY Select the effective budget year from the drop-down list; this value must match 
the EffBY specified on the outgoing entry. 

EffPayPer Select the effective pay period from the drop-down list; this value must be greater 
than the EffPayPer specified on the outgoing entry. 

HrsPerPayPeriod Type in the number of hours in the pay period. 

RefNum Type the reference number for the reassignment entry; this value must be the 
same as the reference number used in the outgoing entry. 

Table 24 – Reassignment Elements 
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16. Click the Save icon to save your work. 

8.8 Substituting a Posit ion 

Substitutions replace one position with another of a different job class. The Regular 
Entry cube is used to make substitutions.   

Note: Action Indicator “T” Substitution Approved by HR uses the same procedure.   

8.8.1 

8.8.1.1  

Two Entries 

Substitutions consist of two entries - (i) an outgoing entry and (ii) and incoming entry – 
which together define the substitution. 

Both entries must carry the same Reference Number; this value allows the entries to be 
matched. 

Outgoing Entry 

Outgoing substitution entries specify the job class and headcount that are 
being replaced. These entries are similar to position deletions. 

Note: You must have an existing position in the budget in order to substitute it. 

8.8.1.2  

8.8.2 

Incoming Entry 

Incoming substitution entries specify the job class and headcount of the 
replacement position. These entries are similar to position adds. 

Data 

Element  Descr ip t ion  Example  

Job Class Job classification code 2322_C 

Index Code Accounting entity AIRITT (INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY & TELECOM) 

Position Status Status indicator A (Regular) 

Position Action Action indicator S (Substitution) 

Head Count Number of positions 1 (Outgoing entry uses negative 
value) 

Effective Budget Year Effective budget year of the entry BY 

Effective Pay Period Effective pay period of the entry 9  

Hours per Pay Period Work hours per pay period 80 
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Element  Descr ip t ion  Example  

Reference number Reference code that matches the outgoing 
and incoming entries 

AC01 

Table 25 - Elements Required for Substitutions 

8.8.3 Procedure 

Begin by entering the outgoing entry. 

1. Activate the Position application. (See section 2.6 Starting an Application.) 

2. Open the appropriate node. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For Work.) 

3. Click the Regular Entry tab. 

4. Ensure that the “Department Changes” phase is selected. (See section 3.12.1 
Department Changes Phase.) 

5. Take ownership of the cube. (See section 3.16 Taking Ownership.) You are 
now ready to make a department request. 

6. In an empty row, select a job class from the drop-down list that is in the 
JobClass column. (In the example below, the value 2322_C is used.) 

 
Figure 55 - Substitution Entries 

7. In the PosStatus (Position Status) column, select “A (Regular)” from the drop-
down list. 

8. In the PosAction (Position Action) column, select “S (Substitution)” from the 
drop-down list. 

9. In the following columns, specify the following data: 

Column Notes  

HdCount Type the number of positions to substitute; use a negative number. 

EffBY Select the effective budget year from the drop-down list. 
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Column Notes  

EffPayPer Select the effective pay period from the drop-down list. 

HrsPerPayPeriod Type in the number of hours in the pay period. 

RefNum Type the reference number for the substitution entry. 

Table 26 - Substitution Elements 

10. Click Save to save the item. Continue by entering the incoming entry. 

11. In another empty row, select a job class from the drop-down list that is in the 
JobClass column. (In the example below, the value 2324_C is used.) 

12. In the PosStatus (Position Status) column, select “A (Regular)” from the drop-
down list. 

13. In the PosAction (Position Action) column, select “S (Substitution)” from the 
drop-down list. 

14. In the following columns, specify the following data: 

Column Notes  

HdCount Type the number of positions to reassign; use a positive number. 

EffBY Select the effective budget year from the drop-down list; this value must match 
the EffBY specified on the outgoing entry. 

EffPayPer Select the effective pay period from the drop-down list; this value must be greater 
than the EffPayPer specified on the outgoing entry. 

HrsPerPayPeriod Type in the number of hours in the pay period. 

RefNum Type the reference number for the reassignment entry; this value must be the 
same as the reference number used on the outgoing entry. 

Table 27 - Substitution Elements 

15. Click the Save icon to save your work. 

8.9 Working With Special  Class Items 

The budget system uses a dedicated cube – Special Class Entry – for budget items 
related to special job classes. Special job classes are used to budget for the following 
items: 

 Temporary, Holiday, Premium and Overtime 

 Attrition - Departmental Salary Savings  

 STEP adjustments 

 Non Standard Rates  

 Other salary adjustments  
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8.9.1 

8.9.2 

Temporary, Holiday, Premium and Overtime Items 

The Position application is used to budget for temporary, holiday, premium, and 
overtime pay amounts. These job classes begin with the following codes: 

 Special Classes:  

– TEMP 

– HOLI 

– PREM 

– OVER 

The codes above are then followed by these identifiers: 

 (M)iscellaneous 

 (N)urses 

 (P)latform 

 (U)niform 

For these classes, the budget system calculates only social security and unemployment 
costs, not other fringe benefits. 

Departmental Salary Savings Items (9993 Series) 

Salary savings records are used to reduce the overall salary cost in a cost center and 
represent funds that will not be expended due to department’s normal attrition rate.  

All departmental salary savings job classes begin with 9993, and are then followed by 

 (M)iscellaneous 

 (N)urses 

 (P)latform 

 (U)niform 

The system automatically calculates the BUDGET FTE count and the fringe costs. 

Note: You must enter any variably encoded elements (i.e. project/project detail, 
grant/grant detail and user code) into the cube for these items just like any other 
classification. 

8.9.3 STEP Adjustments (STEP Series) 

STEP adjustments are used to reduce the overall salary cost in a cost center and 
represent funds that will not be expended due to the fact that, while all existing 
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positions are budgeted at top step of the salary scale, not all employees are actually 
working at top step.  

These job classes begin with STEP, and are then followed by: 

 (M)iscellaneous 

 (N)urses 

 (P)latform 

 (U)niform 

The system will automatically calculate the fringe costs.  

Note: You must enter variably encoded elements (i.e. project/project detail, 
grant/grant detail and user code) into the cube for these items just like any other 
classification. 

8.9.4 

8.9.5 

8.9.5.1  

Non Standard Rates and Other Salary Adjustments 

Several job classes do not have standard salary rates and therefore cannot be entered 
as regular job classes.  These are the only job classes where you may have to manually 
enter FTE counts.  Non Standard Job Classes include: 

 0112 – 0116 – Commissioners 

 9163 – Transit Operators 

 9910 – Public Service Trainees 

Other Salary Adjustments are adjustments made either by departments or the 
Controller’s Office to reflect various other adjustments to salaries, they are 
entries that use job classes 999*.  

Making Special Class Entries 

All budget entries for special job classes are made in the Special Class Entry cube. 

Characteristics 

 Base budget – base budget entries for special job classes are 
displayed in the Special Class Entry cube by selecting “Base” in the 
Phase dimension. 
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Figure 56 - Special Class Entry - Base Budget Dimension 

 Out years displayed as rows – unlike other windows, the Special 
Class Entry cube displays budget years as rows not columns. 

 Item details are allowed only in the budget year – elements such 
as Job Class, Index Code, Project, Grant and User Code are entered 
only in the budget year. The elements are automatically copied to the 
BY+1 and BY+2 rows. 

 No FTE except non standard job classes and other salary 
adjustments– FTE amounts are only entered for not standard job 
classes and some other salary adjustments.  FTEs for TEMP and 
Attrition 9993x are automatically calculated.   

8.9.5.2  Data 

Element  Descr ip t ion  Example  

Job Class Special job class dentifier OVERM_E (Overtime Uniform) 

Index Code Index code DPW772053 

Amount Dollar amount of the budget item $20,000 

Table 28 - Special Class Entry Data 

8.9.5.3  Procedure 

1. Activate the Position application. (See section 2.6 Starting an Application.) 

2. Open the appropriate node. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For Work.) 

3. Click the Special Class Entry tab and take ownership. (See section 3.16 
Taking Ownership.) This cube is used for all special class entries. 

4. Optionally, inspect the base budget entries by selecting “Base” in the Phase 
dimension drop-down list. 

5. Ensure that the “Department Changes” phase is selected. (See section 3.12.1 
Department Changes Phase.) 

6. In an empty row, select a special job class from the drop-down list in the 
JobClass column. (In the example below, the value OVERM_E is used.) 
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Figure 57 - Special Class Entry – In-Progress 

7. Enter the Index Code and Amount — and the Project, Grant and User Code — 
as needed. 

 
Figure 58 - Special Class Entry (Completed) 

Job Class information, Index Code and other values are copied into the BY+1 
and BY+2 years. Amounts are not copied and must be manually 
entered into BY+1 and BY+2. 

Total amounts are calculated and displayed at the top of the Amt column.  

Note: The procedure to add any special class entry is the same, with the exception 
of non Standard rate classes and other salary adjustments.  For those items you 
may also need to enter an FTE count in FTE Entry.   

8.10 Data Validation Errors 

The application performs online validation of your entries. The errors, the conditions that 
generate them and their solutions are given in the following table. (This table gives 
application specific errors; a more comprehensive list of errors can be found in section 
14.1 Online Error Reference.) 
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8.10.1 Position Errors 

Error  Er ror  Condi t ion  How  to  Correct  the  Er ror  

Index code error The selected index code is not valid for 
the current node. 

Select an index code that is valid 
for the node, or open a different 
node. 

Project required An entry requires a project and one 
was not supplied. 

Supply a valid project code. 

Project disallowed A project was used on an entry that 
prohibits use of projects. 

Remove the project code. 

Lower level project required An entry requires a lower-level project 
and one was not supplied. 

Supply a valid lower-level project 
(project detail). 

Project not related to index code 
project 

An entry references an index code with 
an embedded project and the project 
supplied is not related to the 
embedded project. 

Use a project that is related to the 
embedded project. 

Grant required An entry requires a grant and one was 
not supplied. 

Supply a valid grant code. 

Grant disallowed A grant was used on an entry that 
prohibits use of grants. 

Remove the grant code. 

Lower level grant required An entry requires a lower-level grant 
and one was not supplied. 

Supply a valid lower-level grant. 

Grant not related to index code 
grant 

An entry references an index code with 
an embedded grant and the grant 
supplied is not related to the 
embedded grant. 

Use a grant that is related to the 
embedded grant. 

User Code required An entry requires a User Code and one 
was not supplied. 

Supply a valid User Code. 

User Code disallowed A User Code was used on an entry 
that prohibits use of User Codes. 

Remove the User Code. 

Required data missing A required element (such as index 
code or subobject) was not supplied. 
(The specific element may vary by 
cube and entry type). 

Supply the missing element(s). 

Invalid Head Count Headcount can be negative, however it 
cannot be a fraction.  

Input a whole number. 

Invalid Hours Per Pay Period This number must be positive. Input a positive number. 

Invalid Start/End The start date must be before the end 
date. 

Set the start date before the end 
date. 

Reference Number Missing An entry requires a reference number 
and nothing was supplied. 

Supply a reference number to the 
outgoing and incoming entry. 

Table 29 – Positions Errors 
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9 Using the Capital Application 

The Capital application is used to record budget entries that pertain to capital 
investments. Only for subobjects 06700, 06F00, or 06R00 

9.1 Types of Entries 

The types of budget entries made with the Capital application are shown in the table 
below: 

Entry T ype  Appl ica t ion  Cubes  Used 

Capital items Capital, Capital AllPhase 

Table 30 - Capital Entries 

9.2 Highlights 

9.2.1 

9.2.2 

9.2.3 

9.2.4 

9 .3 

Department Level Entries 

The application opens at the department level. 

No Base Budget 

Capital entries are eliminated during the rollover from the prior-year’s budget. This 
means that all capital entries must be initially setup in the Capital – AllPhase data cube. 

Setup Cube (All-Phase Cube) 

An “all-phase” cube is used to initially define entries. 

Capital Entries are One-Time 

All capital entries are One-Time. Therefore, capital dollars never roll forward to 
subsequent years; the only Change Type supported is “Federal / State / Regional”. 

Cubes 

The application contains the following cubes: 

Cube Type  Descr ip t ion  

Capital AllPhase Setup Entry setup cube for Capital entries; used to initially define capital items. 

Capital Dollar Entry Dollar entry cube for Capital items. 
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Cube Type  Descr ip t ion  

Lookup-Dept/Subfund Lookup Online reference list of department/subfund combinations. 

Lookup-Grant Lookup Online reference list of grants. 

Lookup-Index Lookup Online reference list of index codes. 

Lookup-Project Lookup Online reference list of projects. 

Lookup-Subfund Lookup Online reference list of subfunds. 

Lookup-Subobject Lookup Online reference list of subobjects. 

Lookup-UserCode Lookup Online reference list of user codes. 

Table 31 - Capital Application Cubes 

9.4 

9.4.1 

Making a Capital  Entry 

This section explains how to make budget entries for capital investments. 

Data 

Element  Descr ip t ion  Example  

Department  Department identifier POL 

Index Code Index Code 380138 

Subobject Subobject indentifier 06700 

$ Change  The amount of the budget request  $75,000 

Table 32 - Elements Needed for Capital Entries 

9.4.2 Procedure 

1. Activate the Capital application. (See section 2.6 Starting an Application.) 

2. Open the appropriate node. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For Work.) 

3. Click the Capital AllPhase tab and take ownership. (See section 3.16 Taking 
Ownership.) This cube is the starting point for all capital entries. 

 
Figure 59 – Capital AllPhase Entry 
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4. In a row for which the BaseExists column displays a value of “No”, use the 
drop-down lists in the IndxCd, Proj and Sobj columns to specify the elements 
of the entry. 

(In the example above, the values 380138, 1GAGFACP and CPCFIR00 are 
used.) 

Note: Do not make entries in a row that displays “Yes” in the BaseExists column or 
an error will result. 

Verify that the ErrorCnt column is blank for the row you entered data into. 
(See section 4.9 Error Checking if the value of any ErrorCnt cell is not zero.) 

5. Click the Capital tab; the system automatically transfers the entry you setup 
in the steps above to the Capital cube. 

6. Ensure that the “Department Changes” phase is selected. (See section 3.12.1 
Department Changes Phase.) 

7. Locate the row with the entry you setup in the steps above; the data will 
appear in the same row as the one you used in the Capital AllPhase cube. 

 
Figure 60 - Capital Entry 

8. Type a value into the Chng (Change) column. (The example above uses a 
value of $75,000.) 

9. Scroll to the final column at the far right of the window, and type a short note 
about the entry into the Explanation column. 

Note: Text in this field will not wrap. The column expands to accommodate the 
length of your entry to a maximum of 256 characters. 

10. Click the Save icon to save your work. 

9.5 Data Validation Errors 

The application performs online validation of your entries. The errors, the conditions that 
generate them and their solutions are given in the following table. (This table gives 
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application specific errors; a more comprehensive list of errors can be found in section 
14.1 Online Error Reference.) 

9.5.1 Capital Errors 

Error  Er ror  Condi t ion  How  to  Correct  the  Er ror  

Base exists A base budget entry was changed. Restore the original value or exit 
the cube. 

Base mismatch A cost center for an item with base 
budget was changed. 

Restore the cost center to the 
original value. 

Grant disallowed A grant was used on an entry that 
prohibits use of grants. 

Remove the grant. 

Grant not related to index code 
grant 

An entry references an index code with 
an embedded grant and the grant 
supplied is not related to the 
embedded grant. 

Use a grant that is related to the 
embedded grant. 

Grant required An entry requires a grant and one was 
not supplied. 

Supply a valid grant code. 

Index code error The selected index code is not valid for 
the current node. 

Select an index code that is valid 
for the node, or open a different 
node. 

Lower level grant required An entry requires a lower level grant 
and one was not supplied. 

Supply a valid lower-level grant. 

Lower level project required An entry requires a lower level project 
and one was not supplied. 

Supply a valid lower-level project 
(project detail). 

Project disallowed A project was used on an entry that 
prohibits use of projects. 

Remove the project. 

Project not related to index code 
project 

An entry references an index code with 
an embedded project and the project 
supplied is not related to the 
embedded project. 

Use a project that is related to the 
embedded project. 

Project required An entry requires a project and one 
was not supplied. 

Supply a valid project code. 

Required data missing A required element (such as index 
code, subobject or project) was not 
supplied.  

Supply the missing element(s). 

User code disallowed A user code was used on an entry that 
prohibits use of user codes. 

Remove the user code. 

User code required An entry requires a user code and one 
was not supplied. 

Supply a valid user code. 

Table 33 - Capital Application Errors 
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10 Using the Revenue Transfers Application 

The Revenue Transfers application is used to record budget entries that move revenues 
between or within departments. 

10.1 Types of Entries 

The types of budget entries made with the Revenue Transfers application are shown in 
the table below: 

Entry T ype  Appl ica t ion  Cubes  Used 

Revenue Transfers Transfers out, Transfers AllPhase 

Table 34 - Revenue Transfers Entries 

10.2 Highlights 

10.2.1 

10.2.2 

10.2.3 

10.2.4 

Department level entries 

The application opens at the department level. 

“Out” Departments Make Entries 

The “out” department makes revenue transfer entries using the Transfers Out cube. 

“Out” and “In” Index Codes are Linked by User Code 

The index code for the out transfer and the in transfer are linked by a user code. Contact 
the Controller’s Office to acquire a user code if one is needed. 

Review Incoming Transfers with the “In” cube 

The Transfers In cube is a read-only display of the budget items that use the currently 
open department as the target of a revenue transfer. 
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10.3 Cubes 

The application contains the following cubes: 

Cube Type  Descr ip t ion  

Transfers AllPhase Setup Entry setup cube for Revenue Transfer entries; used to define project 
and grant codes on a revenue transfer. 

Transfers Out Dollar Entry Dollar entry cube for Revenue Transfers; outgoing departments make 
entries with this cube. 

Transfers In Review-Only Read-only cube that depicts the revenue transfer entries that transfer 
dollars into the department. 

Table 35 - Revenue Transfer Cubes 

10.4 Edit ing the Amount of a Revenue Transfer I tem 

This section explains how to change (or set) the amount of a revenue transfer item. 

Note: The Transfers Out cube is used to edit dollar amounts. The Transfers AllPhase 
cube is used to set the properties of a revenue transfer. 

10.4.1 Data 

Element  Descr ip t ion  

User Code User code that connects the out and in index codes 

Out and In index codes  Index code pair that identifies the revenue transfer entry. 

Amount Dollar amount to add to or subtract from the budgeted amount. 

Table 36 - Elements Needed for Revenue Transfer Changes 

10.4.2 Procedure 

1. Activate the Revenue Transfers application. (See section 2.6 Starting an 
Application.) 

2. Open the appropriate department. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For 
Work.) 

3. Click the Transfers Out tab. 

4. Ensure that the “Department Changes” phase is selected. (See section 3.12.1 
Department Changes Phase.) 

5. Take ownership of the cube. (See section 3.16 Taking Ownership.) 
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6. On the row that corresponds to the appropriate user code, type a dollar 
amount in the Chng column. 

 
Table 37 - Revenue Transfers Out Entry 

7. Annotate the entry. 

8. Click the Save icon to save your work. 

10.5 Changing the Non-Dollar Properties of a 
Revenue Transfer I tem 

This section explains how to edit the non-dollar elements of a revenue transfer item. 

Note: The Transfers Out cube is used to edit dollar amounts. The Transfers AllPhase 
cube is used to set the properties of a revenue transfer. 

10.5.1 Data 

Element  Descr ip t ion  

Department Id The department to which the revenue transfer belongs (used to open the 
application). 

User code User code that identifies the revenue transfer. 

(Non dollar elements) Transfer out/in codes for projects/grants applicable to the item.  

Explanation Text to type into the annotation window for the cell. 

Table 38 - Elements Needed for Revenue Transfer Changes 

10.5.2 Procedure 

1. Activate the Revenue Transfers application. (See section 2.6 Starting an 
Application.) 

2. Open the appropriate department. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For 
Work.) 

3. Click the Transfers AllPhase tab. 
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4. Ensure that the “Department Changes” phase is selected. (See section 3.12.1 
Department Changes Phase.) 

5. Take ownership of the cube. (See section 3.16 Taking Ownership.) 

6. In the row that corresponds to the appropriate user code, specify the Out 
and/or In values for the project and/or grant applicable to the item. 

 
Figure 61 - Transfers AllPhase Entries 

7. Annotate the entry. 

8. Optionally, set the type of entry with the ChngTyp and StartMo elements. 
(See section 5.2 Using the Change Type Element; the Pkg element is not 
active.) 

9. Optionally, click the “Get Data” icon to run a system link that posts the entry 
to the index code specified as the target. (See section 3.11 “Get Data” 
Operations.) 

Notes: (a) If the target of the transfer is a department that you have access to, you 
can – after running the link - review the In entry in the Transfers In cube, (b) all 
system links are automatically run each night. 

10. Click the Save icon to save your work. 

10.6 Data Validation Errors 

The application performs online validation of your entries. The errors, the conditions that 
generate them and their solutions are given in the following table. (This table gives 
application specific errors; a more comprehensive list of errors can be found in section 
14.1 Online Error Reference.) 
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10.6.1 Revenue Transfer Errors 

Error  Er ror  Condi t ion  How  to  Correct  the  Er ror  

Out Project required An entry requires a transfer out project 
and one was not supplied. 

Supply a valid project code. 

Out Project disallowed A transfer out project was used on an 
entry that prohibits use of projects. 

Remove the project code. 

Out lower level project required An entry requires a transfer out lower-
level project and one was not supplied. 

Supply a valid lower-level project 
(project detail). 

Out project not related to index 
code project 

An entry references an index code with 
an embedded project and the transfer 
out project supplied is not related to 
the embedded project. 

Use a project that is related to the 
embedded project. 

Out Grant required An entry requires a transfer out grant 
and one was not supplied. 

Supply a valid grant code. 

Out Grant disallowed A transfer out grant was used on an 
entry that prohibits the use of grants. 

Remove the grant code. 

Out lower level grant required An entry requires a transfer out lower-
level grant and one was not supplied. 

Supply a valid lower-level grant. 

Out grant not related to index 
code grant 

An entry references an index code with 
an embedded grant and the transfer 
out grant supplied is not related to the 
embedded grant. 

Use a grant that is related to the 
embedded grant. 

In Project required An entry requires a transfer in project 
and one was not supplied. 

Supply a valid project code. 

In Project disallowed A transfer in project was used on an 
entry that prohibits use of projects. 

Remove the project code. 

In lower level project required An entry requires a transfer in lower-
level project and one was not supplied. 

Supply a valid lower-level project 
(project detail). 

In project not related to index 
code project 

An entry references an index code with 
an embedded project and the transfer 
in project supplied is not related to the 
embedded project. 

Use a project that is related to the 
embedded project. 

In Grant required An entry requires a transfer in grant 
and one was not supplied. 

Supply a valid grant code. 

In Grant disallowed A transfer in grant was used on an 
entry that prohibits use of grants. 

Remove the grant code. 

In lower level grant required An entry requires a transfer in lower-
level grant and one was not supplied. 

Supply a valid lower-level grant. 

In grant not related to index code 
grant 

An entry references an index code with 
an embedded grant and the transfer in 
grant supplied is not related to the 
embedded grant. 

Use a grant that is related to the 
embedded grant. 

Table 39 - Revenue Transfers Errors 
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11 Using the Consolidation Application 

The Consolidation application provides an online view of your budget to ensure that it is 
in balance. 

11.1 

11.2 Highlights 

11.2.1 

11.2.2 

11.2.3 

11.3 Cubes 

Types of Entries 

The Consolidation application is a read-only application. No entries are made in it. The 
application totals the budget items and displays them by Grant, Work Order and 
Department/Subfund. 

Department Level Entries 

The application opens at the department level. 

Read-Only 

The application is read-only. 

Most Current Entries 

The application can be “refreshed” at any time using the “Get Data” function (See 
section 3.11 “Get Data” Operations) to reflect the most recent budget items that have 
been entered. This means that you can check your budget balances as soon as you 
make changes to budget items. 

The application contains the following cubes: 

Cube Type  Descr ip t ion  

Grants Review Displays sources, uses, transfers and FTE totals for the node by grant. 

Work Orders Review Displays sources, uses, transfers and FTE totals for the node by work 
order. 

Department/Subfund Review Displays sources, uses, positions (FTE & COLA), transfers and reserves 
for the node by department/subfund. 

TargetVariance Review Displays the difference between the dept’s budget and target. 

Table 40 - Consolidation Application Cubes 
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Note: Even though the Consolidation application is read-only, you still take 
ownership of its cubes in order to run the “Get Data” operation to refresh its data to 
reflect the most recent entries. Although taking ownership will turn some cells from 
gray to white, you still cannot enter data into them because they are read-only. 

11.4 Reviewing Budget Balances for Grants or Work 
Orders. 

This section explains how to review your budget balances for grants or work orders. The 
screen images show the Grants cube, however the procedure is the same for the Work 
Orders cube. 

1. Activate the Consolidation application. (See section 2.6 Starting an 
Application.) 

2. Open the appropriate node. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For Work.) 

3. Click the Grants tab and take ownership. (See section 3.16 Taking 
Ownership.) 

 
Figure 62 - Consolidation application, Grant cube 

4. Clik on the Supress Zeros icon and choose Suppress Zeros – Rows to isolate 
the grants for that dapartment 

5. Click the Get Data icon to run a system link that refreshes the cube’s contents 
to reflect the most current data (See section 3.11 “Get Data” Operations). 

The Consolidation application contains several system links; the links are 
presented on the System Links tab Get Data window as shown below. 
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Figure 63 - Consolidation Application System Links 

Select a link to execute by clicking it, then click Run. After the link has 
completed, you may run other links or review your budget data via the 
Consolidation application’s cubes. 

6. Review the data in the row Total Sources – Total Uses (that is, “total sources 
less total uses”) for an applicable grant. A value of zero indicates that the 
node’s budget items for that grant balance. 

If a non-zero value is displayed, the budget for the grant is out of balance 
and will need revision.  

11.5 Reviewing Budget Balances for 
Department/Subfund 

This section explains how to review your budget balances for department/subfund.  

1.  Activate the Consolidation application.  (See section 2.6 Starting an 
Application.) 

2. Open the appropriate node. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For Work.) 

3. Click the Subfunds tab and take ownership. (See section 3.16 Taking 
Ownership.) 
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4. You can choose to view your department’s balances by Total, General Fund 
Supported (GFS) Subfunds, or individual subfunds 

 
Figure 65 - Consolidation application, Department/Subfund cube 

5. You can also rotate the cube and supress zeros to view all subfunds for your 
department (see section 3.7 Dimensions). 

6. Click the Get Data icon to run a system link that refreshes the cube’s contents 
to reflect the most current data (See section 3.11 “Get Data” Operations). 

The Consolidation application contains several system links; the links are 
presented on the System Links tab Get Data window as described above. 

11.6 Reviewing Budget Balances for Target Variance 

This section explains how to review your progress toward meeting your department’s 
General Fund Support target. 

1. Activate the Consolidation application.  (See section 2.6 Starting an 
Application.) 

2. Open the appropriate node. (See section 2.7 Opening a Budget For Work.) 

3. Click the TargetVariance tab and take ownership. (See section 3.16 Taking 
Ownership.) 

4. Review your deparment’s target 
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Figure 66 - Consolidation application, Target Variance cube 

5. Click the Get Data icon to run a system link that refreshes the cube’s contents 
to reflect the most current data (See section 3.11 “Get Data” Operations). 

The Consolidation application contains several system links; the links are 
presented on the System Links tab Get Data window as described above. 
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12 Generating Budget Reports 

An extensive suite of reports – useful for analyzing, understanding and maintaining the 
budget – is included. 

12.1 Types of Entries 

Reports are organized by general categories as show in the following table: 

Entry T ype  Descr ip t ion  

Basic Departmental revenues, expenditures, positions, capital, turnaround and 
other general reports (Turnarounds)  

Positions Reports detailing positions budget items 

Balancing Work order, grant and other balancing reports 

Audit trail Snapshot comparisons and other auditing reports 

Targets GFS target, base budget building and other target reports 

Mayor’s Budget Book Reports included in the bound Mayor’s budget book 

Annual Appropriation Ordinance Reports included in the bound AAO 

Table 41 – Report Types 

12.2 Highlights 

12.2.1 

12.2.2 

Reports are Integrated with Budget Applications 

All budget system reports acquire data from the same database used by the online 
budget planning applications described in this guide. 

Additionally, budget system reporting is based on the City’s existing EIS database and 
Cognos’ enterprise product implementation so new end-user accounts and security are 
not needed. 

Reports Available ‘Next Day’ 

Most budget reports are available on a “next business day” basis. 

Note: To review your budget intra-day, use the Consolidation application. 

12.2.3 Online Viewing of Reports 

Most budget reports are viewable online via Microsoft Internet Explorer. This allows you 
to search for content in large reports and print only the sections you really need. 
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12.2.4 

12.2.5 

12.2.6 

12.3 

Optional Output Types 

Budget reports can be produced in a variety of output formats included the following: 

 HTML (for viewing report output in a browser) 

 PDF (best format for printing to create hard copy) 

 Excel2000 single sheet (65,000 row limit) 

 Excel2002 (will put rows > 65,000 into second tab) 

 Delimited Text; can be opened in Excel and other software; use for 
creating row & column format in Excel without headers & footers, sub-
totals, etc.) 

Report Folders 

Reports are grouped by general subject and are found in a set of folders on the Cognos 
Connection portal. The folders are as follows: 

 10 Basic 

 15 Position 

 20 Balancing 

 30 Audit Trail 

 40 Target Reports 

 50 Mayor’s Budget Book 

 60 Annual Appropriation Ordinance 

See Appendix 14.3 for a complete list of the system’s reports. 

Snapshots 

Snapshots are views of the data as saved on specific days.  Generally you will always 
run reports using Snapshot “Current” to view the most recent data, or Snapshot 
“Previous” to view the data from the previous day.   

Locating Budget Reports 

From the Budget Homepage (http://budget.sfgov.org) choose one of the report folders 
and log in (See section 2.3 Finding the System and 2.4 Logging In.) 
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Figure 67 - Cognos Connection Portal 

12.4 Requesting a Budget Report 

Note: Budget reports differ in the data they include and the prompts they require; 
however, the general process (described below) is the same for all reports. 

1. Click the sub-folder that contains the type of report needed. 

2. Click the blue report link for the report needed as shown below. 

 
Figure 68 - Report RUN Icon 

A report prompt window will appear. 
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Figure 64 - Typical Report Prompt Window 

3. Supply values to the prompts as needed. Generally, you will always select 
Snapshot “Current” to display the most recent data.   

4. Under “Select Data Format” choose “Other” for HTML or PDF views of your 
report.  Choose “CSV” for easy conversion into Excel   

Note: Required prompts are shown with orange asteriks. 

Click Finish to continue or Cancel to abandon the report request. As the report 
runs a progress window will appear. 
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Figure 6965 - Typical Report Progress Window 

Click Cancel to terminate the report request. When the report is complete, the 
Cognos Viewer window appears with the report results. 

 
Figure 66 - Sample Report Output 

12.4.1 Report Activities 

The following activities can be performed with any report. 
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 Navigate within the report via the controls at the bottom-left of the 
window. 

 Specify a custom output type via the icons at the upper-right of the 
window. 

 Search for specific data via the built-in search function of your browser. 

 Print the content via the built-in print function of your browser. 

 

12.5 

12.5.1 

Useful Budget Reports  

The following are specific budget reports that departments should use on a regular basis 
to help with their daily data entry and with balancing their budget submissions.  While 
there are many reports available to departments (see Section 14.3 Reports), those 
highlighted below are those we believe will be most useful.   

Basic – Detail Turnaround Reports 

Reports in Folder 10 Basic replace what were formerly known as turnaround reports, 
which summarize all data in the budget system at various levels of detail.   

Reports 15.10.001 – 15.10.003 replicate the old e-turnaround reports and are excel 
downloads of all data in the budget system.  We highly encourage that departments use 
these reports along with Excel functionality such as pivot tables, subtotalling, and 
filtering to review their detailed budgets.    

Figure 71- Sample 15.10.001 e-turnaround report 
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Figure72 – Sample 15.10.001 e-turnaround report in excel 

Reports 15.10.004 - 15.10.017 replicate old mainframe greenbar reports and summarize 
information at Department, Program, and Detail level.  While these reports are useful, 
we highly encourage departments to begin using the detail excel downloads described 
above.   

12.5.2 Balancing Reports 

Reports in Folder 20 – Balancing summarize information and show when items are out of 
balance, departments should use these reports to ensure that their budget submissions 
include balance work orders, grants, transfers, and subfunds. 

Report 15.20.003 Fund Balances by Subfund and Category – This report list 
summarizes departmental budgets by category and subtotals the difference in sources 
and uses by subfund.  Departments should use this to balance their Non General Fund 
Supported subfunds.   

 
Figure 73 – Sample report 15.20.003 

Report 15.20.005 Workorder Balancing Detail – This report list summarizes all 
workorder requests, recoveries, and performing amounts by subfund.  Any department 
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receiving work order requests should ensure that requests, match recoveries and 
recoveries match performing amounts before submitting their budgets.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 74 – Sample Workorder Balancing Report 

 

Report 15.20.007 Grant Detail Balancing – This report lists grants at their subobject 
level detail and displays how much the grant is out of balance.  Any department with 
Grants should ensure that all grants are balanced before submitting their budgets.   
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Figure 75– Sample Grant Balancing Report 

 

12.5.3 Targets 

Report 15.40.001GFS Target and Non GFS Balance – Dept Detail – This is the 
familiar target report of years past which shows how much a department is (over) / 
under their general fund target, and summarizes the balance of their self-supporting 
funds.   
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Figure 76– Sample Target Report 
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13 Frequently Asked Questions 

Where to find the answers to to frequently answered questions: 

13.1 

13.2 

13.3 

13.4 

13.5 

13.6 

13.7 

13.8 

How do I  add a new posit ion? 

See section 8.5 Adding a Regular Position. 

How do I  delete a posit ion? 

See section 8.6 Removing a Regular Position. 

How do I  enter a grant funded posit ion? 

The same way you add a regular position. Instead of selecting “A (Regular)” in the 
position status (PosStatus) cell select “G (Grant)”. See section 8.5 Adding a Regular 
Position.  

How do I  enter l imited duration posit ions? 

See section 8.7 Adding a Limited Duration Position. 

How do I  enter an off-budget posit ion? 

The same way you add a regular position. Instead of selecting “A (Regular)” in the 
position status (PosStatus) cell select “O (Off-Budget)”. See section 8.5 Adding a 
Regular Position.  

How do I  reclassify a posit ion? 

See section 8.8 Reassigning a Position. 

How do I  substitute a posit ion? 

See section 8.9 Substituting a Position. 

How do I  budget for equipment? 

See section 7.8 Making Equipment Entries. 
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13.9 How do I  download a report to Excel? 

Begin by selecting the report you’d like to run and clicking on its link (see Section 12.4).  
At the prompt page, seclect the “CSV” Data Format.   

 

 

 

 

 

Click “Finish” to run the report.  It will return an HTML view of your report with special 
formatting included.  Click on the excel out put options icon and choose “View in CSV 
Format.” 

 

You will see “Your report is running” displayed. 

 

Yor Report will appear in an internet explorer window in excel format.  From here, you 
can save to your desired folder location, making sure to select “Save As” 
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From the “Save As” menu, select your desired folder location, rename the file, and be 
sure to select “Microsoft Office Excel Workbook(*.xls) from the Save as type drop down 
menu.   
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You can now re-open your report from your saved location and conduct analysis using 
Excel functionality.   

13.10 How do I  Configure My Computer? 

See the link on the budget system homepage entitled “Prepare for First Use of Budget 
System” 
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14 Appendices 

This section contains supplemenatry materials. 

14.1 Online Error Reference 

Error  Er ror  Condi t ion  How  to  Correct  the  Er ror  

Base exists A base budget entry was changed. Restore the original value or exit the cube. 

Base mismatch A cost center for an item with base budget was 
changed. 

Restore the cost center to the original value. 

Grant disallowed A grant was used on an entry that prohibits use of 
grants. 

Remove the grant. 

Grant not related to 
index code grant 

An entry references an index code with an 
embedded grant and the grant supplied is not 
related to the embedded grant. 

Use a grant that is related to the embedded 
grant. 

Grant required An entry requires a grant and one was not supplied. Supply a valid grant code. 

In grant disallowed A transfer in grant was used on an entry that 
prohibits use of grants. 

Remove the grant code. 

In grant not related to 
index code grant 

An entry references an index code with an 
embedded grant and the grant supplied is not 
related to the embedded grant. 

Use a grant that is related to the embedded 
grant. 

In grant required An entry requires a transfer in grant and one was 
not supplied. 

Supply a valid grant code. 

In lower level grant 
required 

An entry requires a transfer in lower-level grant and 
one was not supplied. 

Supply a valid lower-level grant. 

In project disallowed A transfer in project was used on an entry that 
prohibits use of projects. 

Remove the project code. 

In project not related to 
index code project 

An entry references an index code with an 
embedded project and the transfer in project 
supplied is not related to the embedded project. 

Use a project that is related to the embedded 
project. 

In project required An entry requires a transfer in project and one was 
not supplied. 

Supply a valid project code. 

Index code error The selected index code is not valid for the current 
node. 

Select an index code that is valid for the node 
or open a different node. 

Invalid head count Headcount can be negative; however it cannot be a 
fraction. 

Input a whole number. 

Invalid hours per pay 
period 

This number must be positive. Input a positive number. 

Invalid start/end The start date must be before the end date. Set the start date before the end date. 

Lower level grant 
required 

An entry requires a lower level grant and one was 
not supplied. 

Supply a valid lower-level grant. 

Lower level project 
required 

An entry requires a lower level project and one was 
not supplied. 

Supply a valid lower-level project (project 
detail). 
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Error  Er ror  Condi t ion  How  to  Correct  the  Er ror  

Out grant disallowed A transfer out grant was used on an entry that 
prohibits the use of grants. 

Remove the grant code. 

Out grant not related to 
index code grant 

An entry references an index code with an 
embedded grant and the transfer out grant supplied 
is not related to the embedded grant. 

Use a grant that is related to the embedded 
grant. 

Out grant required An entry requires a transfer out grant and one was 
not supplied. 

Supply a valid grant code. 

Out lower level grant 
required 

An entry requires a transfer out lower-level grant 
and one was not supplied. 

Supply a valid lower-level grant. 

Out lower level project 
required 

An entry requires a transfer out lower-level project 
and one was not supplied. 

Supply a valid lower-level project (project 
detail). 

Out project disallowed A transfer out project was used on an entry that 
prohibits use of projects. 

Remove the project code. 

Out project not related 
to index code project 

An entry references an index code with an 
embedded project and the transfer out project 
supplied is not related to the embedded project. 

Use a project that is related to the embedded 
project. 

Out Project required An entry requires a transfer out project and one was 
not supplied. 

Supply a valid project code. 

Partial-year error An entry was designated as “partial-year” however a 
starting month was not supplied. 

Indicate the month in which the entry beings. 

Project disallowed A project was used on an entry that prohibits use of 
projects. 

Remove the project. 

Project not related to 
index code project 

An entry references an index code with an 
embedded project and the project supplied is not 
related to the embedded project. 

Use a project that is related to the embedded 
project. 

Project not related to 
index code project 

An entry references an index code with an 
embedded project and the project supplied is not 
related to the embedded project. 

Use a project that is related to the embedded 
project. 

Project required An entry requires a project and one was not 
supplied. 

Supply a valid project code. 

Reference number 
missing 

An entry requires a reference number and nothing 
was supplied. 

Supply a reference number to the outgoing and 
incoming entry. 

Required data missing A required element (such as index code or 
subobject) was not supplied. (The specific element 
may vary by cube and entry type.) 

Supply the missing element(s). 

User code disallowed A user code was used on an entry that prohibits use 
of user codes. 

Remove the user code. 

User code required An entry requires a user code and one was not 
supplied. 

Supply a valid user code. 
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Security Access Form 
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14.3 Reports 

This Appendix lists the reports included in the budget system.  

(Note: Some reports may not be available because of security access restrictions.) 

 

d Folder Number Title Description 

10 Basic   Replace E-turnarounds and Greenbar Reports 

  15.10.001 Index Code Query 
(subobject) 

Detailed basic Index Code / Subobject level by Dept / 
Subobject E-turnaround 

  15.10.002 Index Code Query (positions) Detailed basic Index Code / Position Level - Pos'ns 
and salary only by Dept / Position E-turnaround 

  15.10.003 Index Code Query 
(Equipment) 

Detailed basic Index Code / Equipment Equipment 
Only by Dept / Equipment E-turnaround 

  15.10.004 Revenue Report at 
Department Level 

Revenue Report by Department, Subobject 

  15.10.005 Expenditure Report at 
Department Level 

Expenditure Report by Department, Object 

  15.10.006 Capital/Facilities at 
Department Level 

Capital/Facilities by Department, Project  

  15.10.007 Program Revenue Report Revenue by Dept, Division, Program, Subfund and 
Subobject 

  15.10.008 Program Expenditure Report Expenditures by Dept, Division, Program, Subfund, 
and Object  

  15.10.009 Program Position Report Positions by Dept, Division, Program, Subfund, and 
Job Class 

  15.10.010 Program Equipment Report Equipment by Dept, Division, Program, Subfund, and 
Equipment Number 

  15.10.011 Program Capital Report Capital by Dept, Division, Program, Subfund, Project, 
and Subobject 

  15.10.012 Revenue Detail Turnaround 
Report 

Revenue by Dept, Division, Program, Subfund, Index 
Code, and Subobject 

  15.10.013 Expenditure Detail 
Turnaround Report 

Expenditures by Dept, Division, Program, Subfund, 
Index Code, and Object 

  15.10.014 Position Detail Turnaround 
Report 

Positions by Dept, Division, Program, Subfund, Index 
Code, and Job Class  

  15.10.015 Equipment Detail 
Turnaround Report 

Equipment by Dept, Division, Program, Subfuns, Index 
Code, and Equipment Number 

  15.10.016 All Other Detail Turnaround 
Report  

All Other Detail by Dept, Division, Progra, Subfund, 
Index Code, and Subobject 

  15.10.017 Capital/Facilities 
Maintenance Turnaround  

Capital/Facilities Maintenance by Dept, Division, 
Program, Subfund, Index Code, and Project 
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d Folder Number Title Description 

15 Positions    

  15.15.001 Job Class Titles and Budget 
Year Salaries (Min Max 
Table) 

Summary of FTEs by Dept, Emp org, Job Class.  
Included detail on rates, FTE, Amts, and COLA  

  15.15.004 Step / Attrition Savings by 
GFS or NonGFS - By 
Department 

Shows percent of Step / Attrition Savings by Dept,  
GFS or NonGFS  

  15.15.005 Step / Attrition Savings by 
GFS or NonGFS - By 
Department, Program 

Shows percent of Step / Attrition Savings by Dept, 
GFS or NGFS, Program 

  15.15.006 Step / Attrition Savings by 
GFS or NonGFS - By 
Department, Subfund 

Shows percent of Step / Attrition Savings by Dept, 
GFS or NonGFS, Subfund 

  15.15.007 Positions by Dept and Action 
Indicator 

Prompts for Dept and Action Indicator, summarizes all 
positions with that Indicator by Index Code 

  15.15.008 Positions by Dept and Status 
Indicator 

Prompts for Dept and Status Indicator, summarizes all 
psitions with that Indicator by Index Code 

  15.15.010 Salary Rates by Job Class Min Max rates by Job Class 

  15.15.011 COLAs by Employee Org COLA schedule by Emp Org 

  15.15.012 COLAs by Job Class 
(Overrides) 

COLA schdule for Job Classes whose COLAs differ 
from the schedule for the rest of the Emp Org 

  15.15.013 Benefit Rates by Ret/SSI 
Indicator 

Benefit Rates determined by Retirement Indicator, 
include, SFERS, CalPERS, FICA, and Medicare 

  15.15.014 Benefits Rates by Employee 
Org 

Benefit Rates determined by Emp Org by subobject 

20 Balancing    

  
15.20.001 

Daily GFS - Fund Balances 
Recap by Fund Fund Balances Recap by Subfund, AAO Category 

  
15.20.002 

Daily GFS - Fund Balances 
Recap by AAO Category All GFS Balance Summary by AAO Category  

  
15.20.003 

Fund Balances by Subfund 
and Category Fund Balances by Subfund and Category 

  
15.20.004 

Workorder Balancing –
Summary 

By Dept, Subfund summarizes details requests, 
recovery, and performing amounts 

  
15.20.005 Workorder Balancing - Detail 

Workorder Balancing by Dept and Subfund, shows all 
requests, recovery, and peforming amts 

  
15.20.006 

Workorders Requesting 
Detail by Performing 

Index code detail on requesting workorders by 
performing dept 

  
15.20.007 

Grant Detail Balancing by 
Dept,Subfund,Index,etc. 

Grant Detail Balancing by Dept, Subfund, Index, 
Subobject 

  
15.20.008 

Positions by Department, 
Reference No. Lists Positions by reference numbers at detail level 

  15.20.009 Transfers Balancing Groups transfers by user code at detail level 

  
15.20.010 

Children's Baseline 
Summary Report Children's Baseline Summary Report, Program FAL 
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d Folder Number Title Description 

30 Audit Trail    

  15.30.001 Daily Audit Trail - All Funds     Daily Audit Trail - All Funds      

  
15.30.004 

Snapshot Comparison - 
Position/Benefits Detail Snapshot Comparison - Position/Benefits Detail 

  15.30.005 Snapshot Comparison Snapshot Comparison 

40 Target 
Reports 

   

  

15.40.001 

GFS Target vs Ph C and 
Non-GFS Balance - Dept 
Detail 

GFS Target vs Ph C and Non-GFS Balance - Dept 
Detail by Character 

  

15.40.002 

GFS Target vs Ph C and 
Non-GFS Balance - Dept 
Summary 

GFS Target vs Ph C and Non-GFS Balance - Dept 
Summary 

  
15.40.003 

Building the Base, by 
Department Building the Base, by Department 

  
15.40.004 

Building the Base, by 
Department, Subfund Building the Base, by Department, Subfund 
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